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Holland City News.
HOLLAND,

VOL. IX.-N0.3(i.
ibc Holland

(Situ

\I7ALSH HKBER,

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

-

OTTO

DOESBURG,

J.

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three month#, and $2.00 if
paid at six month#.

I*

III

a

PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.

30
3 25

The following bills were presented

“

.

.

The City Clerk

12

A

the clerks office.
The Board of Assessorsreported presenting a
special assessment roll of *' Fish Street Special
Assessment District"to defray the expensesfor
the improvement of said Fish Street.— Filed,numbered, and ordered published lu the Holland City
News for two weeks, commencingOctober 16th
next, and that the Board of Assessors meet with
the Common Council to review said roll on the 2nd
day of November 1880.— Adopted.
in

AfAN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers,in Dry
drain, Feed, Etc.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, tlatH and Cups,
Wheat,
white
$
bushel ........ new 90
One squareof tenllncs, nonpareil,) 75 cents Flour. Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Corn, shelled V bushel ..........
llrst insertion, and 25 ceuis for each subscOats, y bushel ......................
quent insertion for any period under three
Eotili.
65
Buckwheat, y bushel .............
months.
| 8 m. | 6 M. I 1 Y. plTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, Pro- Bran. A 100 ®>a ....................
prietors.The largest and best appointed Feed, y ton ......................
5 00 I 8 00
8 50
1 Square ..
“ V 100 tt» ......... ............
hotel in the city. Ample accommodations for
| to oo
5
On
8
00
•*
permanent boarders and transientguests. Every- Barley, $U0<) lb .................... 1 20
*1
10
00
I 17 00
8
00
“
Middling. V 100 lb ...............
10 00 17 00 I 25 00 thing first class. Cor. of Eighth and Market sirs.,
Column ..
Flour, y brl.
Holland, .Mich.
*-Iy

V

(

25 00 140 00
40 00 65 00

00
25 00
17

UL

::

» have the privilege of three

Yearly advr
changes.

C

Business

City Directory, not over three

n« In

Pearl Barley, fl 100 lb
D IREN IX
Jas. Ryder, proprietor. Rye W bush .......
Corn
lbs ......
____ y 100
.....
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. it. K. de- Corn Meal
pot, has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and Fine Corn Meal I1 100 lbs
its table is unsurpassed. On Ninth sir., Holland,

$2.00 annum.

lines,

_
__

2
3

Michigan.

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

1

Michigan.
oCOTT'S HOTEL. Wm.

“

THIS PAPER rVoVT*

PELUKIM,

O

J.

be relied

on.

Holland,

at

“
“
••

HoUnnd,

•
*•
•

m.

Mich.

AVEKKATE

8-ly

3.25

p.m.

I

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. in.
* 8.20 a.m.

m.

p.m.

New BuiValo
Chicago. J

1.30 a.m. *0.00 a. m.
5.15 a. m.
7.20
8.15 a.m.
3.20 p. m. * 2.30 p. m.
9.38"
L55 “
*7.40 p.m. $10.20 p.m.

•

5
5
«

ft

11

ft

33-tf

"

Mar-

UITE, J., Dealer in all kiuds of meats and
vegetables; Meal Market ou 8lh street.

The Census in the

May

Effect,Sunday,

embodied is embodied
EclectricOil,

Masufactorlei,Mills, Ctcpi, Etc.

IJEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof

Qalnz Horth.
4. No. 2.

u. in,

a.

2b 11 45
55 11 88
(K)
11 08
55 10 40
25 10 20
9 30
50

3.

a. ra.

m.

9 10 12 05
8
7
7
5
5
3

No.

STATION.
Muskegon,
Ferrysburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,

7
8
8
9

00
15
45
40
11 05
11 85
1 05

Fillmore,

Allegan,

No. 1,
p. m.
3
3
3
4
4
4
5

05
35
40
06
35
55
40

"

“
“

*•

This train arrivesat Grand Rapids ria L. S. &
M. 8. at 10:00 a. m. and at Chicagovia L. S. & M.
S.at 4:20 p. m.

FRED.
Leavenworth,Oen'l

.

II

B. C.

MAY, Manager.

Freight Agent.

CIIA8. J. OTIS, Agent,
Holland, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. K. <fc
I R. R. and L. 8. AM. 8. for Plainwell,Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland, and points cast.
Tickets to all the principal cities in the West,
South, and East at popular prices.

andDealerln

Real E»Ute and Insarance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Colectlons made In Hollandand vicinity.

__

TTOWARD.M. D.,

U

V

8C

__

II

a

atreet.

South.

October, thousands and lens of thousands of

times, to be any fallingoff of these “ sea-

all

flics,” as

through the canvass

H

in Maine, that deliber-

There

N.

D

_

X

1_|

_
_

_

Goanliilon Merchant.

DEAOH

XX

lery

_
_

IGUINS, B.

P. the leading Photographer,
Galopposite this offictL
•

Ssd&lir*.

ITAUPELL,U.,

V

Manufacturerof and dealer in

Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

Eighth streot!

_

j

Tobacc* sal Cigars.

Mr. Conkling repeatedthe charge and brown-yellowcarries claws, the very
in his speech at the Academy beautiful construction of which is seldom

My

of Music in

New

coll

is Dr.

Thomas'

his

competent subordi- Eve ”

and a

remedy,

all

head.

nates and sent them to South Carol iua quietly with instructionsto

make

the

first

N. McRae, Wyehridge, Ontario, wriles:
sold larger quantities of Dr.

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil; it

is

two

feather-likepro-

jections. Pull these out slowly and ten-

officially before

is

now com- derly hold them up to the light, and you
the Interior will see “Adam aud Eve,” uud pretty

Department. The actual result proves
that the original census was singularly
correct,and that

it

little

figuresthey are.

Beme&y

was taken with unusual

for

Hard Times.

Stop spending so much on

pains.

Gen. Walker’s honor was at stake and
to adopt such a course.

perfect in

many

fine clothes,

and style. Buy good healthy

rich food

food, cheaper

and

more

substantial things of life

real

and

better clothing;get

respects. The Republican every way, and especiallystop the foolish

used for colds,

Congress that passed the law
pose looked more

to

-

12-tf

PhysiciansRecommend

shoulder was so lame for nine mouths that

It.

—

Your

commands &

largo for a few days, and have not had an athand to his head; aud Increasing sale, which it richly merits. tack of it since, now nearly one year.”
but by the use of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric
I have always found it exceedingly help- Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.
Oil the pain and lameness disappeared, ful : I use it in all cases of Rheumatism,
Are you low-spirited, “down-in-theand although three months has elapsed, os well as fractures and dislocations.I
he has not had an attack of It since. Sold made use of it myself to calm the pains of mouth,” and weak in the back? Does

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil

he could not raise his

Haven.

be found at H. C. Akely
I. 0. of o. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. IM.IndepondentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow’aHall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.

a

broken leg with dislocationof the

and

in

foot,

two days I was entirely relieved

walking, lifting or standing cause pain in

from pain.
Jos. Beaudin, M. D.

Bold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.

back?

the small of the
kid

Ay

If so

you have

disease,and Prof. Guilmette’s

Freoch Kidney Pad Is the only remedy
which

will cure

you rapidly and perma-

nently and without filling your stomach

A

Perfect Martyr.

Will H. Rook mi, R.

&

Co., at

Grand

with nauseating medicine.

17—

“I was a perfect martyr to rheumatism,”
a hale

and hearty individual was heard to

tf.

remark the other day "but” continued he
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil banished the

Stop that Nuisance.

pains, which racked my joints and mus-

John Hummel, N. O.
s.

Wheezing with the Asthma, Bronchitis

cles, and look at me now.” A glance
a simple cough is inexcusablewhen convinced us. Sold by D. R. Meengs,
Dr. Thomas’ EclectricOil banishes the Holland,Mich.
throat-laceratingand ear-disturbing comBrevity if the Soul of Wit.
plaint,and averts the danger of Consump-

RegistrationNotice.
NOTICE

Is hereby given that the Board of Regietrationof the city of Hollandwill meet at the following placet in raid dty, on Saturday. October 80,
A. D. 1800, betweenthe honre of eight o’clock a. m.
and eight o'clock p- m. for the purposeof completing the liste of qualifiedvoters for the several wards
in said city:
In the First Ward at the rooms of Columbia Fire

or

F. A A. X.

K In tSe becond Ward at the Barber-ehop of

—

'

U

EENG9, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- be sold
jYX iclnee. Fancy Goods,TolletArticles and Pernext 60

days.
at

greatly reduced rates for the
81

-tf

selection of Gents’ furnishing goods.
of the ‘nobbiest.’

Go and

see.

Borne Cramps, Dysentery, Diarhea, etc. Bold
by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.

81-tf

Simon

tysGroot;
In the Third Ward at the etore of Boot A
Kramer;
In the Fourth Ward at the residence of Geo. H.

A Rkoulab Communicationof Unity Loduk,
No. 191.F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hail.
f'y EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Oct.
81pp.
VJ office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the 13, at 7 o'clock , sharp.
tion. Cease therefore,to be a sufferer and
Borne one who believes that brevity is
Orro B bit man, W. M.
First Reformed Ohurch.
a nuisance. Bold by D. R. Meengs, HolW. H. Josun, Btc'y.
the soul of wit, writes: “Don’t eat stale
Drag* wd Xtilolati.
land, Mich.
Qcumbera,they’l Wup, and if they do,
A large stock of Ready Made Clothing
—
— —
TV>B8BURG,J.OM Dealer In Drugs »nd MedtAt Brusse's ClothingStore, in Zeeland, you will need Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,
does, Faints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy- can always be found at Brusse's Clothing
siclan’sprescriptlonscarefully pntnp: Eighth it.
House in the Village of Zeeland, and will you can find a very fine and complete the best remedy in the world for Colic,
Dtntlit.

fumeries. River street.

Just below and almost between the

very carefully horns will he found

The census of 1870 is notoriouslyim

“I have

brown (not the red) shrimp’s

report. That work is

lungs used pleted, aud

had

in the

goods, hosiery, aud notions, can always

BRO’8, CommissionMerchants, and

J3 dealers in Grain. Hoar and Produce. High:et price paid for wheat. Office In
ct
in Brick
est market
market
store cor. Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17

called.

shrimp— the

enlargedit

_

barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
XX shampoonlng,hair-dyeing, etc., none at reasonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
14-1 y
_

of

M.

Birtin.

Hotel.

kinds

been

X

L.

two

8.,

X

T\E GROUT,

they are sometimes

are

per- brown and the red shrimp. A diversityof
petrated in the Southern States to increase opinion obtains as to which is the best
their politicalpower under the next ap- eating. The red shrimp is really a prawn,

BRIDE, P. B., Attorney and Counselor at '£K ROLLER, G. J., Generaldealer In Tobacco, by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
Law, aud Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River
__
No 1 Graham, Rye and While bread will
Watch** aai Jawilry.
be
sold from this date for 5c a loaf at
PARKS, W. H. Attorney and Conncelor at Law, TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
JNO. PESSINK.
corner of River and Eighth streets.
fj and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and Eighth Street.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
An immense stock of dry goods to pick
Agent. OfflcoinKenyon A Van Pntten’s bank
Eighth street.
from, a large assortmentof summer dress

M.

great shrimp farm

He

sovereign and highly

-

street.

Tlf C

this

;

Claim Agent, Attorney and

Notary Public; River

shrimps. From

for that pur- habit of running after expensive and
the patronageto be quack doctors or using so much of the
sore throat, croup, etc., and in fact, for
squeezed out of it than to the public in- vile humbug medicine that does you only
any effcction of the throat works like
Phyiiclam.
terest.
harm, and makes the proprietors rich, but
magic. It is a sure cure for burns,
When
Mr.
Blaine,
Mr.
Conkling,
and
put your trust in the greatestof all simple,
I) EST, U. B., Physician aud Surgeon,has made
13 the disease of the Eye, Ear and Throat a wounds aud bruises.”Sold by D. R. other stalwart leaders made these charges, pure remedies, Hop Bitters, that cures
special study. Officehours uigtht and day, ou the Meeugs, Holland, Mich.
not vaguely or doubling)?, but specifically always at a trifling cost, and you will see
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich. 6-ly
««•»>
and boldly, they had not a single official better times and good health. Try It
I EDEBOEU, F. S., City Physician and Suigeou
If you are troubled with deranged
office at residence, ou Eighth street, near
figure or report upon which to base them. once. Read of it in another column.
kidneys, delay not, but get one of Prof.
Chi. A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
They took the newspaperstatements of preCCHOUTEN, R. A., Puysician and Surgeon; Guilmette’s French Kidney Pads, and you sent population, contrasted them with the
Ask your druggist for Prof. Guilmette’s
office at the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth will be cured.
Fiench
Kidney Pad, and take no other, as
Street.
figures of the census of 1870, knowing it
this
is
the
only pad guaranteed to cure or
OCUOUTEN, F. J., Physicianand Accoucher. Any kind of Men’s and Boy’s Clothing to be unreliable,and then made the welkin
Office at Dr. Schouteu’sdrug store. Eighth
money refunded.
street.
4U ly.
cut and made to order according to the ring with allegationsof intentional fraud.
Now
they
are
convicted
of
having
borne
VI ANTING, A. G., Physician aud Surgeon; latest styles. We have some very fine
8. Chadwick, of Arcadia, Wayne Co.,
*Y1 office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
false witness to serve a political object,
goods. Call and see us at
Mich. Officehours from 1U to U k.
26- ly.
N. Y., writes: “I have had severe attacks
_
\
and proves them to be but commonplace
BRUSSE’S CLOTHING HOUSE,
of Asthma for several years. I comVTATES, O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
demagogues,
instead of honorable RepubMain St., Zeeland, Mich.
at his residence, Overysel, Mich.
menced taking Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil;
can statesman.
the first dose relieved me In one hour. I
Phttsffupfctr.
John Hays, Credit P. O., says: His
continuedtaking it in teaspoonfuldoses

TAN

EL YEN, G., Justice of the Peace,
Notary Public,Conve)aucer, etc. Office,
Van Landegend’aBlocL

psrpwrtoj
Attorney*.

Clerk.

charged in the most emphatic manner,

VAN

STE-A.MBO.A.T BJXFR.ESS
Leaves Allegan, for the north, 6.25 p. m.
Holland, “
“
Grand Haven, “ " 8.^1
Grand Haven, " south, 8.20 a. m. O
Holland, “ “ 7.25
Arrive at Allegan, “
“ 8.35

••
“

and as

as

peached,Gen. Walker, Superintendentof rising generation docs not seem to be
the Census, a stalwart Republican himself aware of the presence of “Adam and

thoroughly reliable
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowimt Machines- cor. 10th A River street.
affectionsof the throat ami

11

I

No.

as glass

a lily. These are trawled up
from “The Fall”— a fishing bank which,
with the Ridge and the Varne banks between Folkestoneand Boulogne, produce
the best “ butt ” (local name for turbots)
sent to the London market. In the great
Thames estuary, between the North Foreland on the south and Harwich on the
north, are thousands of acres of sand
white

sauclioned specific for rheumatic pains, a new enumeration,wholly independeutof

1

Going South.

and grand turbots as firm

census returns from South Carolina.

The best form in which electricityis selected some of

Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats aud Vegetables; paper
and twiue; 8th street.

V

POST, HENRY D.,

30, 1880.

The chief exports of Margate are shrimps

Mr. Blaine will be interestedin the shrimps; yet in spite of the number
result of the official re-cxamlnation of the caught there does not appear, except at

VY

Taken

ported 1,880 miles across the great North
Sea direct from greenland to Margate.

are netted up hourly, daily, from April to

The test form.

IfAN DEK UAAlt, 11.,

1

Grand Haven Rail Road.

a bath of oxydized-ozonizedair, as Im-

plateaus, fatal to ships, but favorableto

GEO. n. 8IPP, dtv

IJAUEL8,
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors externally aud Internally.Sold by D. R.
• Mixed trains,
of Hugger Mills; (Steam Saw aud Flour
Dally except Sunday and Monday.
Meengs, Holland, Mich.
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
; Daily except Saturday.
1 Mondays only.
117ILM8, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, uud
All other iraiusdaily except Sundays.
One of the finest and largest stocks of
Iron and Wood combinationPumps. Cor- ladies and gents’ boots, and gaiters, can
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus iblh and River streets.
always be found at the large store of II.
time.
Notary Public*.
C. Akely & Co., at Grand Haven. 17— if.
t

Margate, In Kent. During the bank hol-

these assumptions have served tor two use does the prawn apply his sword, the
at the months past among the chief materials for shrimp his hooks? Here is a problem for
City Bakery, where you can see a larger
observers to solve. In spite of the adcampaign lilerature.
variety than anywhere else in the city.
Finding the integrity of his work im- vance of education in modern times, the

L

“

England

be seen at this time of

iday many Londoners will probably take

Council adjourned.

ate and systematicfrauds had

If you wont canned goods,

UTKAU A VANZoERKN, New Meat

>

can

York City. The Repub- noticed. It will be found that at the lip
sou was cured of a bad cold by the use of lican organs from Portland In Maine to of each claw is a tiny little hook, sharppointed and curved like a scythe. This
half a bottle. It goes like wildfire,and PortlandIn Oregon echoed the accusations
makes cures wherever it is used.” Sold with all the vehemence of partisan malig- hook fils, point and all, into a case, just
nity. Reproduced in a varlely of forms, as a knife fits into Its handle. To what
by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.

13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kiuds ol sausages consiautly on hand.

p.m.

*5.35 p.
\ 9.50

ft
ft

aud before it was used I was well.

Meat Market!.

9.40 p. m.

/ “
“ **
“
A
“» ““ f*
•* “
“
“ “
“

<fc

[IBBELINK, J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
I Ninth street, near Market.

*7.30 “

p.m.

Muskegon, Penlwaier
A Big Rapids. 1.30

1

sun

portionment for Representativesin Con- and carries a sword in his head. Reader
wriles: "I was completelyprostrated with gress. At Philadelphia,recently, Mr. please examine this sword, and you will
the Asthma, but hearing of Dr. Thomas’ Blaine reiteratedthis Important allegation. see what a formidable weapon it is. The

SCOTT, Livery and Hoarding

Hold.

Leave
Holland,

| 1.40 a. m.
f 5.20 “

8.14 a.m.
1.50 p.m.
t 10.10

1

4)4

Jahesii Suow, Guuuing Cove,

11. stable.Fine rigs and gooU horses am always be relied on. on Fish street, near Scott's

Effect, Thursday, July 8, 1880.

Grand Rapids. *3.40 a.

ft

1

H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Uflice Eclectric Oil, I procured a bottle aud it
and barn on Market sired. Everythingfirst- did me so much good, that I got another,

I f

Arrive

4
3

Additional ^ocal.

Scott, proprietor.

class.

Chicago & West Michigan R. R.

Trains.

ft
ft
ft
ft

llOONK
13

Taken

ft
ft
ft 18
ft

6-ly

Livery ini Sale Sublet.

Rail Roads.

40
35
65
60
00
90
30
on
80
00
65
90
20

ft

**

'now.This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
paper AdvertisingBiueau (10 Spruce St.), where Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
$1.00 per day. Good accommodationscan always

YORK.

9-2

Keats, Etc.

Beef, dressed per lb ............
M., Proprietor of Ottawa House.
*| ............
Good accommodations for steady boarders, Pork,
Lard .........................
An X befo.c the Subscriber'sname will donote and every facilityfor transient guests.The bn- Turkeys,per lb ...............
the expiration of ihe Subscription.Two XX sig- ghsh, German and Holland languages are spoken. Chickens, dressed per lb ........
Corner of First and Fulton street, Grand Haven,
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

a

Notices
flirths,Marriages, and Deaths published whit' t charge for subscribe!s.

ft
ft
ft

ft
ft

HOTEL.

JL

payment:

COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY OFFICERS.
reported the Oath of Office of
R. A. Schouteu. M. D., as City Physician, ou file

.

“

Railroad ties .........................
Shingles,
m ....................
.

General Dealen.

for

O. J. Doesburg ..........................$17 05
D. 81 ay ter, 8 mos. bell ringing .............. 12 50
—Allowedand warrantsordered issued ou the
City Treasurer for the severalamounts.

,...$ 3 50
\t EYER, H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- Cordwood, maple, dry ...............
*• green ............. .... 2 50
J.V1 niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Collins,
. 2 50
beach, cry ...............
Icture Frames, etc.: River street.
green ............ .).. 2 00

**
“

are two seaside places in

where the

1880.

proved.

Wood, Staves, Etc,

rumRun.

NTINQ PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

Shrimps.

Members present: Aid. Snrletsma,president
pro-tem. Ter Yree, Do Vries, Bcrtsch, Landaal and
the Clerk.
Minutes of last meeting were read and stood ap-

5 <0
17
10
8 00

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

452.

Council.

Council.

19

ft
ft

A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser,
would
wouk respectfully announce to the cilisens Eggs, V dozen ............• ......
that she has opened Dressmaking and Hair Dress- Honey, ^ lb ......................
Huy, V ton ......................
ing rooms, in the building, one door west of Grif
fill's Drug Store, WaMhington street, Grand Haven. Onions, bushels ................
Alio teaches in Wax, Worsted,Lace, and other Potatoes,bushel ................
fancy
31-ly Timothy Seed, bushel ..........
.

35
1 00

O

NO.

The Common Council met pursuant to adjournment and In the absence of the Mayor was called the year to rise from the sea and set In the
to order by the President, pro-tmpore of the sea. One is Cromer, In Norfork ; the other

Produce, Etc.
Apples, bushel ................$
Beans, y bushel .............
Butter, V lb .............. ......
Clover seed, V lb .................

..... C.
PERRY,

Term* of Subscription:

JOB

Druggist& Pharmacist; a

work.

Editor and Publisher.

Common

There

Drill Uikeri-

^
1

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.

WHOLE

1880.

Holland, Mich., Oct. 13,

iness.

ElMl

•

parfcctjs.

stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

full

16,

[OFFICIAL.]

V
V

MUNHIIY,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER
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FACTS FOB THE CURIOUS.

anv Htatement in the absence of Secretary sequence of the continued wet weather in EnScnnrz. It in confidently stated, however, by gland, the remnant of the harvest left standing
persons who claim to know, that Gen. Walker, out has been rendered worthless. Wheat in

|ollat|il

fifj

:tws.

, HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.

The White House is

literallytorn to

to the building is closed, and persons who have
occasionto visit the President’s secretaries are

compelledto enter through a window, which
has been bridged over. The front vestibule
has been newly tiled, and the wood-workgenerally is being newly painted.

THE EAST.
Charles Nilthew, of

Potteville, Po.,

shot his unfaithful wife and then killed himself.

For the year ending June 30, 1880, the
stamped envelopes
and postal cards (on which the revenue of the
express train on the Fitchburg departmentmainly depends) aggregatedin

. .Two cotton mills at Lowell— the Chase and
the Faulkner— have been burned. Loss, $300,.

.

000.

An

issues of postage stamps,

Two

BENTLEY,

value |<32, 087,342—9 per cent increase over the
rovious year.

railroadleft the track near Littleton, Mass.
passengerswere killed and several in-

A Washington dispatch says

jured. . . .The firm of Moore A Jenkins, of New
York, have made an assignment. The liabilities
of the firm amount to $387,274,and the nominal assets to $234,908.

:

More to Me than Cold.

Porte asks further time to carry Prof. Gray, however, cites an instance
Walpoli, Mu a., March 7, 1800.
where a century plant formed 2, 000, 000,out the remainder of the terms of the Berlin
Mb. H. R. Btkvknh:
000 cells in twenty-four hours, or 231,I vrlah to inform you what VEOrmtX hu done for me.
treaty, having aurrendered Dulcigno — Says a
I have been troubledwith Eryalpelu Humor for more
481 a second.
than thirty rear*, In my llrabe and other parta of my
Chilian dispatch: “Chili and Peru have actiody, and nave been a great sufferer.I commenced
In China the names of children are takingVkoetink one year ago lut August, and can
cepted tlie offer of the United States to mediate
between them.” ____ The French bark Formosa given accordingto circumstancesassoci- truly aay it bu done more for me than any other medifoundered at sea Aug. 30, and the Captain and ated with tlie time of their birth. If a cine. I seem to be perfectly free from thla humor and
can recommendIt to every one. Would not be without
crew floated about in an o|>en boat until Sept. 4,
this raediclne—’tla more to me than gold— and I (eel ii
child is born at midnight its name may
will Drove a bleaslng to others u it hu to me.
when they were picked up, two having died in
Yodrt, moat respectfully,
be
Midnight
;
if
the
season
be
roinv,
the
the meantime.
Mbs. DAVID CLARK,
child’snnme may be Rain ; if birth occurs on the birthday of some relative,
Frightful Railroad Occident.
that relative’sage may be the name of
A terrible railroadaccident occurred on the the new-born, and so there are names of
J.
M.D.y says:
Pennsylvania railroad, at Pittsburgh,on the Thirty, Five, Fifty, One and other num9th inst., by which nearly thirty persons lost bers. But there are even more curious It has done more good than aU
their lives and a large number received injuries names. If the parents desired a boy,
Medical Treatment,
more or less serious. We glean from tlie local and a girl is born, her name may be
Newmarket, Ont., Feb. », 1880.
Ought- to-be-a- Boy.
papers the following particulars of the disaster:

The

pieces,undergoing repairs. The main entrance

WEEKLt IEW$ REVIEW,

Vegetme.

A Norwich botanist, amazed the other

stacks has also suffered somewhat, and thrashday at the rapid growth of a fungus,
ing has been suspended.In consequence there
has been a slight advance in all kinds of grain, calculated that it hod developed 10,000,000 cells in one day — 116 cells a second.
British and foreign.

in tlie report, holds the theory that the census
of 1870 was defective, and that the census of
1880 is correct, and that the apparent discrepancies are to ]>c attributed to the assumed imperfections in the former census.”

Secre-

tary Schurz made public the report of Superin-

tendentWalKer, of the Census Bureau, on the
alleged census frauds in South Carolina.

Mb. H. R. Stevens, Boston.Maas.:
Sir— l have sold dining the past year a considerable
The first section of the Wall's accommoda|ion
“ What is the origin of the sign ‘ $’
quantityof your VEUKTINE, and I believe in all cues It
going east left the Union depot at 11:31 p. m.. for the American dollar ?” wus the ques- has given satisfaction.
In one case, a delicateyoung
having a largo crowd of passengerswho had
lady of about seventeenyears wu much benefited by ita
tion propounded at a Loudon dinner not use. Her parent* Informed me that It had done her
been, to the city to participate in the closing
long ago. The American Consul did not more good than all the medical treatment to which ahe
hud previously been subjected.
covered by insurance. Over 300 employes are 1850, and adds : “ The investigation instituted exercises of the Expositionand to witness the
Yours respectfully,
thrown out of work.... A collision between a places it beyond a doubt, first, that the census Democraticdemonstration.The back pint- know, neither did any one else. An exJ. BENTLEY, M. D.
passengerand a freight train on the New York of 1870 was grossly defective ; and, second, form was so crowded that flic headlighton the tensive researchresulted in this theory
second
section
following
could
not
be
that
the
census
of
1880
was
substantially
well
and New England railroad wreoKed both enThe American dollar is taken from the
gines and several cars. Tlie engineers and fire- taken. In no instance did anything ap- seen. The first section stopjied at the Spanish dollar, and the sign is to be
regular
station,
Twenty-eighth
street,
where
which bore the semblance of fraud
men of both trains were instantly killed,and pear
r
.......
Loudly In Its Praise.
the freight conductor died on the morning fol- 1 in the returns
made to this office by ; it was delayed on account of another tram found, of course, in the associations of
lowing the accident. No passengerswere seri- ! the enumerators of 1880. In some districts 1 which was in the next block. The second sec- the Spanish dollar. On the reverse side
nearly every family was identified
as a resident | tion came along at good speed, but, owing to of a Spanish dollar is a representation of
ouslv
idenl
Toronto,Ont., March 8, 1880.
the crowds on the back platform of the first
Dear Sir— Consideringthe short time that Veoetinb
tlie
Pillars
of
Hercules,
and
round
each
has hoen before the public hem, it sellswell m a blood
Jon. Carson and his son, father
j section, the signal lights were hidden from
pillar is a scroll with the inscription, pm ili or, and lor troubles arising from a sluggishor torwith another boy named Benner, attempted to embrace 100 and even 200 square miles. In all view, and consequently the engineerof the
pid liver it is a first-clau medicine.Our customers
walk through a tunnel near Huntington, Pa., j cases identificationwas carriedfar enough to second section did not see the train ahead “Plus ultra." This uevice in the course •peak loudly in Its praise.
J. WRIGHT A CO.,
of him until he was so near it that his train of time has degenerated into the sign
Cor. Queen and ElizabethStreets.
Imt were ran over by au erpro.
|
,.nU o,
could not be checked in time to arrest which stands at present for the Ameriinstantly
j
tj1(J pr(.CC(^j„genumeration.It a]>- tlie collision,and the engine went crashing into
cun as well ns Spanish dollars—
Tlie
A Pittsburgh dispatch of the 12th i jH‘ars to me that the report of Special Agent ; the rear coach of the first section, packed as it
scroll round tlie pillars represents the
was
with
human
beings.
Among
those
unfortsavs the deaths bv the direful accident upon Garrettsatisfactorilysettles the questionas tu
•
.
. the fairness of the tenth census in South Caro- , unates the engine buried itselfto the very car two serpents sent by Juno to destroy
the Pennsylvaniarailroad now number twenty- 1 |ma " Qen Walker in conclusionsays of the windows in among screaming, suffering men, Hercules in his cradle.
seven, and eight or ten others ore not expected ' investigation : “ I know of no reason why any women and children, mangling all who
PREPARED BY
This is the origin of the phrase, “ I
to survive. The whole city is in mourning, for further charge should tie made against the were in its course, i he boiler-head of the
acknowledge
the
In
1828
Mr.
'
colliding
engine
burst
off
by
the
shock,
many among the killed were well known and | enumention recently brought to a conclusion
Boston, Mass.
and tlie scalding water and steam poured Stewart, a member of Congress, said in H. R.
widely
, by commissioned and sworn officersof the
Government in South Carolina. The presnmp- over the occupants of the car as if bent a speech that Ohio, Kentucky, and Indion completing the horrible work that bad gone
PTHE
I tion which existed against their work has been
ana sent their haystacks,cornfields, and
Thomas Forrest, who fatally stabbed completely overthrown,and a strong counter- before. It is impossibleto describe the fearful fodder to New York and Philadelphiafor
scene
that
followed.
The
moans
of
the
dying
.
presumption has been created by verification
Michael Corlia for discharging him from em- upon the gremnd of schedulesof inhabitants, in and wounded and shrieks of those who had lost sale. Mr. Wickliffe, of Kentucky, called
Vegetine is Soli ly All Dneists.
ployment at the California mine, at Silver Beef, the case of eighteenenumeration districts sue- i their friends were frightful.Word was imme- him to order, declaring that those States
Utah, was taken from jail by masked men and cessively taken for special investigationon ac- diately telephoned to the Mayor's office for as- did not send haystacks or cornfields to
count of their exceptionablvquestionablechar- sistance, and twenty-five jiolicemen with a fuli New York for sale. V Well, what do you
corps of physiciansand wagons were dispatched
A singular accident is reported from a(,torsend ?” asked Stewart. “ Why, horses,
at once to the scene of the disaster, where they
LaCrosse,Wis. Joseph Umber, a farmer liv- Dotted Tail, chief of the Brule were soon busily employed in alienating the mules, cattle,and hogs.’’ “ Well, what
ing a few miles from town, while returning Sioux, has sent $332.80 to Secretary Scburz, that ' sufferings of the victims and clearing the wreck. makes your horses, mules, cattle, and
home in companv with his wife, was fntallv «ix young men of the tribe, who are to be tried The wounded who were unable to care for hogs ? You feed $100 worth of hay to a
horned and his wife seriouslv.The man was or the massacre of the whites near the WLi e themselveswere carried to the Soldiers' Hos- horse. You just animate and get u]>on
under the influence of liquor, and. having a j hver Agency nmy secure the servicesof able pital, located but a short distance from the the top of your haystack and ride oil' to
accident. Up to the present time (Oct. 11.)
lighted pipe in his mouth, he let it fall in the lawyers to defend them before the courts of
twenty- four deaths have occurred. About market How is it with your cattle?
wagon, setting fire to some hay in the box the Great l ather,
twenty are dangerously wounded, several of You make one of them carry $50 worth
and igniting their clothing. Before assistance
POLITICAL,
them beyond hope of recovery.
of hay or grass to the Eastern market
arrived, their clothes were nearlv burned off
,
them. The wagon
was
entirely
consumed
^ov*
Colquitt
(Democrat)
has
been
agon wi
How much corn does it take at 33 cent »
cept
The Qctobcr
a bushel to fatten a hog?” “Why,
-Pt two wheels ____ A wood chopper named re-elected Governor of Georgia by about 40,000
Sellers, living on the Mississippi
ipi r'
river, six j majority. His opponent was Judge Norwood,
Electionswere held in Ohio, Indiana and thirty bushels.
“Then you put tliirty
miles west of New Canton, 111., wanted iI &i85
also aa Democrat,
Dor
West Virginia on Tuesday, Oct. 12. Notwith- bushels into the shape of a hog and
to mam- a Miss Baker, who refused him. He
,
then shot and killedthe girl, her mother and
There was nn election in Delaware on standingtlie intense partisan feeling engendered ' make it walk off to the Eastern market ”
himself — A Denver dispatch statesthat young the Gth inst. for Inspectors and Assessors. A by the heated campaign that preceded the vot- 1 Then Mr. Wickliffe jumped up and said,
Jackson,the freighter, who recently shot and
dispatch from Wilmington says : “Full returns ing, the election in all three States was very, “ Mr. Speaker,I acknowledge the corn."
killed the Ute cliief Johnson, has been found
from the State give the Democrats, for Inspectdead at the stake, having been burned ors, 9,529 : Bepublicans, 8,073. Democratic quiet and an unusuallylarge vote was polled.! The vast population that once inhah
by the Indians. When last seen alive majority, 856. On the vote for Assessorsthe The returns at this writing (Oct. 13) are very ited thb Mississippi valley, raising
he was in the custody of three wlute Democrats received9,495; Republicans,8,806. meager in Indiana. There are 1,323 polling mounds, cutting canals, mining ores and
men, one
them
Government Democraticmajority, 689."
places in the entire State ; returns from 135 of ' cultivating farms, passed away not less
agent, who were taking him to Gunnison City.
these show a net Republican gain, on the vote than 2,000 years ago. They could have
It is thought that these men surrendered
GENERAL,

West The General gives his reasons for believing the census of 1870 incorrect,atStoughton, Mass., has been burned, with its
tributing it mainly to defects of the
contents. Loss estimated at $200,000, probably law under which it was taken, that of
French A Ward’s woolen mill,
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inAztecnothing whateverthatto do with the

to the savages, who were clamorous for his
TnE Mexican House of Representa- of 1876, of 776. These gains, if maintained
blood, without a protest, and they will be se,
1
the remainder of the State, would elect Porter
verely dealt with when
J tive«- b.v a toge majonty vote, has passed a
by about 3,000 majority. Nothing is known at
A passengertrain on the Indiana])- resolutiondeclaring Gen. Gonzales President this writing in regard to the result in Indiana
j _
_ 1 ^ ' °t the republic. His term is to begin Dec. 1 on Congressmen and the Legislature,
oils and 8t. Louis railroad struck an
oil-car at
. ..... ' ~~
‘ next. The electoralvote stood as follows: i In Ohio, returnsfrom one-quarterof all the
Nokomis, 111., demolishingthfriattcrand throw- Gonzales, 11.528;Benitez.1,36S; Mejia, 529; precincts and townships show a net Republican
ing its contents in all directions. The petroleum Cadena, 1,075 ; Yallarte, 185 ; Zamacona,76 ; : gain of 2,364, as compared with the vote for
Governorlast year, when the majority was
took fire and the entire passengertram was re- scattering,285.
duced to ashes. Ali the passengers escajxxl
A dictatorship has been declaredin i about 17,000. The Republicans claim thirteen
' of the twenty Congressmen.
without injury.
Costa Bica on the pretense that it is necessary
From West Virginiascarcely any returns are
John Taylor, the ranking membqr of to the salvationof the state, which is threat- received.It is claimed that the Democrats
the Mormon Apostles, has been elected to the ened by conspirators.
carry the State by a reduced majority.
First Presidencyof his peculiar communityat
Judge Duval, of the Texas Supreme

caught.

t

or Taltec races

flourished in

Sitters

years later. The North
Thn accumulated evidenceof nearly thirty yeara ahow
American Indian is probably a branch
that the Bitters is a certain remedy for malarial dtseaaei
of the Tartar race— an aboriginal inhabitantof Siberia, who emigrated east- u well at Ita aurest preventive ; that it eradicate*dyaliver complaint and nervousneaa,
ward about the fifth and sixth century, pepsia,constipation,
A. D., but never penetrated farther counteract*a tendency to gout, rheumatism,urinary and
south than New Mexico. Some tribes nterine disorder* that it impart*vigor to the feeble,and
preservethe tradition of their eastward cheer*the mind while it invigorate* the body.
tV For sale by all Druggist*and Dealersgenerally.
migration from Asia, and De Courtraine’s Choctaw servant found little difRend for oar Price List of fine
ficultyin conversing with an aboriginal
Visiting Card* and card ttnek.
We have the largest variety in
Halt Lake City. Tlie positionhas been vacant Court, has just died in Omaha of abdomina
Siberian. When the English landed in
the West at the lowest prices.
Urer-Exertion.
since the death of Brigham Young. George abscess.
New England, the Indian had been but Address CARD DEPOT, 119 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.
Long-continued exertion, without
Q. Cannon and John F. Smith were elected
Advices from the Arctic regions are proper intervals of rest, is followed by a short time in possession of that section
First and Second Counselors ..... Four men
WANTED
of the country — according to their own
were killedand seven injured in the railway ac- to the effect that the revenue cutter Corwin a peculiar sensation of fatigue, and
Ian concerningour
traditions,
not
more
than
“the
lives
of
cident at Byron. 111.,on the Chicago, Milwaukee has not yet found any trace of the missing exoften by tremor or cramp. Fatigue is
and St. Paul road. Most of the victimswere
three old men.” The North American
due, in part, to the failure of contractile
ploring
steamer
Jeannette
and
the
whalers,
railway employes.
ine
fbe Lorwin
Corwin lias
has made severaltrips to Herald material, and an accumulation of waste- Indian is undoubtedlyan “alien in
A serious row occurred at Shelby- , island, but has been unable to make a landing products, in the muscles, but, in the blood and religion,” and has no connection whatever with the “native races”
ville, Ind., a day or two before the recent elec- there, on account of the ice.
1 main, to the exhaustionof the nerve cenSTANDARD BOOKS.
tion, in which Sheriff McCorkle was killed.
A horrible mine disaster has hap- tors that supply stimulus to contraction. of this continent.
ddres* FORMIIKF. A McM A R IN.
Two jHilitical meetings were held in the town, pened in Nova Scotia, whereby ten miners lost Both tremor and cramp are probably
taa Wert Fifth ML. ClncInmUl, Ohio.
Providence is always on the side of
Republicanand Greenback respectively.Dur- their lives. The water from a worked-out pit caused by excessive muscular irratibil- the strongest battalions.— Wapoteon.
ing tlie afternoona number of altercations ocbroke into Ford pit, at Stillerton, drowning ; ity, the former being due to short, ircurred between Democratsand Republicans,
IT
those in the mine. The bodies recovered were I regular explosionsof muscular force, the
THE MARKETS.
but withoutserious result Subsequentlya row
horribly mutilated.
i latter being a prolonged contractionof
took place in a saloon between Democrats
NEW YORK.
Baron Boissy d’Anglas has been ap- the muscle.
and Republicans,and Sheriff McCorkle quelled
Bekvkh ............................
f7 25 010 121*
the disturbance. He had left the saloon and pointedFrench Minister to Mexico. There has | When over-exertionis confined to a
Hook ..............................
5 1(1 @ ft 35
walked down the street with Ed Kennedy, a
Cotton ............................ 11^(4 llj* And really want to be cured, ju»t name thla paper and
been no diplomatic relationsItetween the two small group of muscles, these, instead Fmjub— Superfine..................
aend 10 cent* to Dr. C. R. Kykn*, IS* K**t MadUon t.|
8
4 05
Republican who bad been in the fracas, in
Chicago, I1L, for “The True Theorr of Catarrh and fuU
countries since the days of Maximilkan.
! of becoming enlargedand strengthened, Wheat No. 2 Spring ..............1 06 (4 J 14
chargo. He advised Kennedy to go home,
informationof a Sure Cure." Thousand*of persona
aorn— Ungraded .................. 63 <7$ 54
have been cured in the laat ten yean by hi* plan.
j as is the cose when exertion and rest are
which the latter promised to do. At this time
VOREIGN.
.Oats— Mixed Western ..............
88
41
duly interchanged, suffer chronic ex- Rye— Western ...................... 06 (4 07
DANIEL F. BEATTY’S
; PAnifi telegram : “One of the great haustion, which shows itself in a species Pork— Mean ........................ 15 75 <4lC 00
Sheriff in the brea-t, passingthrough the upper dry-goodshouses of Paris was visited one dav
Laud ..............................
a
of paralysis— as in palsy, or cramp, sevCHICAGO.
part of the left lung, resulting in his death. last week bv no less than 67,000 people. On
erally peculiar to writers, telegraphers,
Beeves— Choice Graded St- ere. ..... 5 20 (4 5 70
The Academy of Music, on Hnlsted Monday alone the same store sold goods to the type-setters, violinists,pianists, tailors,
Cows and Hellers .........2 40 (a. 3 50
14 HTOPS, SUB- BARS & OUT. COUPLER.
Medium to Fair ...........4 25 (<« 4 50
street,Chicago, has been seriously damaged by vnlm‘ <,f ^280,000. ‘These are hard times,’
J milkers, and men of various trades
loos ...............................
3 95 <o) 5 20
say the French liU'bands.” ____ Lients. Rogers
fire. While the tire was in progress the roof
Birnie and William H. Bixby, of the United , whose work is mainly with the hammer. Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex .... 5 50 <4 6 00
Good
to
Choice
Spring
Ex..
4 25 (oi ft IK)
fell in, carrying fifteenfiremen with it. Twelve
States army, have been decorated with the
It is computed that the pen-blade Wheat -No. 2 Spring ..............
94 ($ 95
of them were severely injured. The loss is cross of the Legion of Honor for their part in
Krnt on Trinl. Warranted. Cut atomic Free.
forger, if industrious and disposedto do
No. 3 Spring .............. 90 (4 91
AddressDANIEL F. BEATTY. Washington, New Jersey.
about $45,000.
the recent military maneuvers in Paris on tlie
Corn—
No.
.......................
39
(4
40
full work, delivers nearly 29,000 acoccasion of tlie anniversaryof the full of the
Oath— No. ........................ 29 (4 30
THE SOUTH.
curate strokes a day, and in ten years Rye-No. .......................
t. 81 (4 82
Ba stile.
over 88,000,000,each stroke involving Barley— No. ..................... 75 <4 76
The centennial of the battle of King's
The Britisli Government has ordered
Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 29 (4 30
expenditureof nerve force, both in the Eoos— Fresh ....................... 16j*(4 17
Mountain, at Charlotte, N. C., was celebrated, the barracks at Atblouo, Carlow, Sligo, and
nerves of tlie brain which calculatethe Pork— .Mess. .......................
18 00 («18 25
Laki> ..............................
8)*<4 8^ la the “Original" Concentrated Lye and Reliable
ctfthe’
; other placc8 in th‘! We"t of Ireland to be pre- ; distance and amount of force necessary,
Family Soap Makar. Direction*accompanyeach Oaa
MILWAUKEE.
and the nerves of the muscles engaged Wheat-No. ......................98 (4 1 06
for making Hard, Soft and Toilet *onp quickly.
It i* full welgbt and atrength. Ask your grocer for
No. ......................95 (4 96
i in the act.
•AFO.MF1F.R, and Ukr no other.
James M. STEWART, Postmaster of the Greenock destroyedthe worsted mills of FlemCorn— No ....................... 38
39
Another result of over-exertion ' ir- ......
..... .
Oath-No.
........................ 29 (4 30
United States House of Representatives,died ! ”’8' Ik-id A Co., the largest in Scotland — Gen.
Penn’a Salt Manufact’ng Co., Phila.
M 0 83
Primrose,who was in command of the British ratibilityof the heart, similarly due to | R yk— Na f.......7.7
lust week nt Alexandria, Va., of lingering ill67
troops at Cundabnrat the time Gen. Burrows exhaustion of nerve- force. The heart Barlkt— N0.2. .................... 66 (4
11688, aged 54. He served in the Mexican war
8T. LOUIS.
was defeated at Kushki-Nakud, has been re- may become dilated, so that valves — one
and in the Confederate armv. Ho was elected
Wheat -No. 2 Red ................. 96 (4 07
called to England, and will probably be placed
Postmaiiter of the House in 1876.
or more— cease fully to close the open- Corn— Mixed ...................... 38 (4 39
on trial to answer for bis conduct in connection
Oath-No. ....... ............... 29 (4 30
ings, or the valyes become thickened Rye ...............................
David Thomas and George Lowrie have with Burrows’defeat.
. 83 (4 84
Pork— Mess ........................
15 75 (4I6 00
been hung by a mob in Nelson county,
Germany announces that she will not and incapable of ready and complete Lard .............................. 8 ($ Stf
action.
The
elastic
tissues
of
the
great
Va., fqp* robbing and otherwise maltreating assist in coercive measures against Turkey unCINCINNATI.
a widow woman.... In Concordia,Bolivar less all the powers participate in them ..... A arteriesleading out of the heart may be Wheat ............ ................ 96 (4 99
beat la the World, for aala by tbe
42
weakened by over-distension,and tlie Cohn ...............................41
county, MiHH., B. J. Owen, Justice of the
Berlin despatch says nn accident occurredin a
Oats ...............................34 <4 35
Peace, was holding court, and J. W. mine near Kattowilz.Germany, by which fifty wtdls may, during some strong effort, so Rye ................................88 (4 89
Manila RICO.
Glover made a disturbance and was ordered workmen were suffocated.
Pork— Mess .................. ..... 17 00 (7»17 60
far gave way as to form a pouch, or even
Three dollar* par acre allowed the aetSler far break
under arrest by Owen. Pistolswere at once
Lard
..............................
8*<4
8)tf
log aod eoltlvaUoa. For particular* apply to
One of the murderers of Dr. Parsons, to stretch out into a fatal aneurism.
drawn bv both, and firing commenced by each.
TOLEDO.
D. A. McKINLAY,
This irritabilityof heart gives rise Wheat— No; 1 White ......... ..... 98 <4 99.
Owen fell dead. Glover ran about 800 yards, the American missionary to Turkey, has been
r*ad Coaamleatoner. ht. Pmml. Mtmm.
Na 2 Red ................. 99 (4 1 00
to palpitation, cardiac pain, and rapid
and fell He died after lingering eight hours.
sentencedto death..., It is reported that the
Corn— Na .......................42 (4 43
Rufus R. Hunt, of New Orleans, a BritishGovernment contemplates seizing tlie pulse.
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 32 (4 33
DETROIT.
It is estimated that 38 per cent, of
Turkish Custom Houses, and, if that fails to
prominent turf man, is dead.
4 75 (4 5 00
bring the Sultan to terms, deposing him and cases of this affection among our soldiers Flour— Choice ....................
Wheat-No.
1
White
...............1 00 <4 1 01
The people of Baltimore devoted the installinga Prince, to be selected by the Euduring the late civil war were due to Corn— No. ............... ....... 46 (4 48
whole of last week to the celebrationof the ropean powers.
long and rapid marches, or other forms Oats— Mixed ...................... 35 (4 36
150th anniversaryof the settlement of that city.
A formidable Mohammedan insur- of over-exertion.Professional pedestri- Barley (per oeuUl) ................1 25 (^l 85
Pork— Mess ........................ 15 75 glG 00
WASHINGTON*
rection has broken out among the Chinese in ans are proverbiallv short-lived.
INDIANAPOLIS.
A Washington dispatchsays : ‘ Gen. j Kashgar.... Constantinople dispatches state Monnt&in-oliinhere,and persons who Wheat-No. 2 Rod ................. 93 <4 94
Corn .............................. 38 (4 39
Walker, Superintendent of the Census, has I that the Sultan bus yielded to the logic of carry gymnastic or athletic exercises to Oath ...............................81
33
1 the sitiutioD.and surrenderedDulcigno uncon15 75 @16 00
made his report of the investigationin the ditionally. The result will bo the breaking up excess, and, esperiallv, laborers whose Pork— Clear .......................
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
South Carolina census matter to the Secretary* of tlie naval demonstration and the return of work is severe, and wlio also suffer from Cattle— Rest ......................
6 00 (4 6 25
Fair .....................
4 00 <4 4 85
of the Interior. Gen. Walker declines to give ; the vessels of war as soon aa the intemperance, foul air and improjxjr
Common .................3 30 (4 3 80
wUh h *dM?Uaa»t
T*cii«.
any informationas to the nature of the report, ' necessarypreliminaries are arranged ...
diet, are peculiarly liable to heart dislinos ..............................
4 60 (4 5 40
anb Assistant Secretary Hull wifi not authorize Ihe M'V'L Lane Erprcts says Hint, in con- ease.
^LYON VhEj^Y^UU tsd Monroe Sts.. Chicago.
Buret .............................
3 00 @450
tlie South 1,000
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dead— the man who has

61 years old,

and has been com-

posing music for over thirty years, having made more money out of his scores

i

-

than any other musical author.
-

—

Some conception of the increased demand for the public domain is afforded
by the fact that 15,000,000 acres have
been surveyed the past year, and the

Land

Office has received $2,290,000,

nearly double the receiptsof the preceding year.

Some good

1830. It

is

AMUSEMENT NOTES.

shown

penitentiary, a reversible silk cloak, capable of being folded up and carried in
Mr.
Henry
Ievtnq, the English actor, the vest pocket, and a marvelous hat,
ence of railways, there was one passenoffered to come to this country for $2,- purchased in Paris, which could be
ger in every 835,000 killed, and one out
500 a night, but his terms were not ac- changed into six different shapes and
of every 30,000 wounded, whereas be- cepted.
two colors. Pull a string and it became
tween 1835 and 1875 there was but one
The Graphic says: “Dolls modeled a light, block hat ; pull again and this
chameleon head-coveringturned into a
in 5,178,890 killed,and one in 580,450 after Sara Bernhardt are being imported.
Thev
can
also be used for crochet light cassimere ; pull once more and the
wounded, so that we may infer that the
crown sank and it was metamorphosed
needles.”
tendency to accidents is yearly diminishPunch says the French marriage law into a low-crowned Derby ; another pull
and the brim rolled up and a cap took
ing. Railway traveling in England is
15,

room into the mill and were uninjured.
The other fireman, George Parker, is
missing. One boy, named McCrea, was
badlv scalded, and Peter Henion, the
blacksmith,had one leg broken in two
places and the other in one place. His
injuries are severe. ' Another man,
named Bennett, had his leg and hip
badly bruised. The damage to the mill

that in France, previous to the exist-

many French operas. He

written so

was

is

CITY.

Liverpool,Sept.

is

about $10,000.

The most destructive tornado ever

is intended to supply dramatists and
attended with greater risk than in any novelists with plots and materials for the place of the above-mentioned tiles.
It is said Rollins had this hat made for
other country in Europe. A French their work.
the express purpose of baffling identiAn acquaintance of Mr. Payne’s once
statistician observes that, if a person
ficationwhile conducting his heavy
j informed him that her daughters were
were to live continually in a railway car- going to the theater to see Sliakspearo’s forgery operations in New York. He
took it with him to Chamliersburg,
riage and spend all his time in railway ! “Turning of the Screw."
along with a pair of beautifully mounted
traveling, the chances in favor of his dyMiss Kellooo is making a great sucrevolvers, a heavy bowie-knife, < and
ing from a railway accident would not cess in opera at Vienna. She is the only sword-cane, when he and Wicks atcautatrice who, during the past few years,
tempted to gag Cashier Mesorsmithand
occur until he was 960 years old.
has l>een allowed to sing in Italian in the
rob the bank at Chambersbnrg.—/Vii/aImperialOpera-house, all others arngins delphia Times.
The lines of railways in the five divis- in t’Lirmftu

known

there visited Barry county a few
days ago, resulting in loss of life and terrible devastation of property. The tornado commenced in Assyria township,
and was seen to approach like an immense cloud of conical form, and traveled
with such velocity that people who saw
it coming at a distancewere terrified,
and had no lime to prepare for its destructive violence. It moved toward the
northeast, and although of small breadth
it tore down everything in its path. As
an indication of its uncontrollablefury,
large trees were torn up by the roots and
carried a long distance through the air,
togetherwith fenced and fragments of
buildings. A number of large dwelling-

people seem ions of the earth

cost, in round numbers,
Mu. Carlyle was visited in Scotland
MICHIGAN NEWS.
$16,000,000,000,and would, according by Mr. Bartley Campbell, the dramatic
writer,
and
the
Hartford
Post
records
to Baron Kolb, reach eight times round
The Iron Cliff Mining Company emA Toledo father thought to make a
the disappointmentof the latter at find- ploys nearly 1,000 men.
the globe, although it is but little over
houses and barns were ruined. The
ing the venerablesago engaged in killing
good boy of his wild son of 15 by sendThe Ionia House of Correctionhas a funnel-shapedcloud which produced the
half a century since the first railway, a rat with a poker.
ing him to a school where young crimJohn Wesley and a Henry Clay.
storm would strike the earth at various
worked by steam, was opened between
M’lle Bernhardt has received from
nals are reformed. The lad took the
The
man
who
keeps
a record of mur- places, ascend in the air, then settle
Darlington and Stockton,Sept. 27, 1825 King Christian, of Denmark, the order
ders in Michigan counts eighty-four down and work destruction with renewed
disgrace to heart, and, being released
and between Manchester and Liverpool, of the Danebrog, a red-bordered white since Jan. 1.
violence,appearing to gain additional
from his semi-prison, swallowed poison
ribbon, with a gold medal surmounted
Sept. 15, 1830. It is shown that in
The brick factory at Manistee is force by its peculiar behavior. In Asby a royal crown in diamonds attached
and died. The boy may have been bad,
France, previousto the existence of rail- to it. The only other ladies who have credited with making a good article of syria it first struck the premises of a
but the father must have been a hardfarmer named Deckel*, tearing down his
ways, there was one passenger in ever}- received this very exceptional honor ore white brick.
fences nnd trees, but fortunately leaving
hearted creature to throw his son, like a
The lumber shipments of the Saginaw
335,000 killed, and one out of every 30,- Mnies. Trobelli and Nilsson.
his house on its foundation, undisturbed.
criminal, among the abandoned young000 wounded, whereas, between ' 1835 ‘ Onb °f Ole Bidl’s Woks was, when he valley thus far in the season of 1880 are It then proceeded in an easterly direc.
.
OQn i had diminished his tone to a nearly in- the largest in the history of the trade in
sters who make up the inmates of retion, passing over barns and dwellings
and 1875, there was but one m 5,178,890 audible pianimtm0i to contimlo the atti- Michigan.
form schools.
and levelingto the ground everything with
killed, and one in 580,450 wounded, so ( tude, os if he was playing, but actually
GrindstoneCity recently sent a which it came in contact. The house of
A lady of Holyoke, Mass., has built that we may infer that the tendency to having drawn off the bow entirely from grindstone weighing 6,172 pounds to Larry Tool, a wealthy fanner, was torn
the violin, holding it in the air and pro- Maine. It is said to l>e the largest stone
into fragments, and two little children,
a house out of money she has mode by accidents is yearly diminishing. Railducing no tone whatever; while his au- ever made at the works.
who were playing on the premises,ami
selling her husband liquor. He drinks way traveling in England is attended dience, in raptures at the softness of his
Orders have been received at Han- endeavored to escape the storm by runwith
greater
risk
than
in
any
other
connregularly, and she bargained with him
really inaudible sighs, made ear tramning toward the house, were carried
? P , Weekv fl^ T, - bodily through the air a distance of 200
that if he would drink he should buy all try in Europe. A French statistician peto of their ImmU ami bout forward,
Jagerto catch the sound which did not
P0“d8.of c<,Pl*r-qJxrat1,his liquor of her. Thus she got all the observes that, if a person were to live
feet, and died from the injuries they reviolintuf.
‘“S'11exist. Tlimi
Then tl,„
the violinist,
as if suddenly W0,000 l>0"nd8
ceived.
Others are reported to have
profit instead of the saloon-keepers. continually in a railway carriage, and awakening from a trance, bowed to the
The foundation for the new Catholic
been killed, and a large number injured,
church
in
this
city,
which
is
now
being
spend
all
his
time
in
traveling,
the
But we would risk something on it that
enrapturedaudience.
by hail-stones which came down as large
she, hasn’t let her procedurebecome chances in favor of his dying from a railMiss Anna Louise Cary is having constructed,is to be completed this fall, as base-balls,and by fragmentsof buildnnd the church is to be erected next seaknown to the internal-revenueofficer of way accident would not occur till he was some hew gowns made in Paris. Among son. — Alpena Argus.
ings and fences fallingupon them. A
them is a princesswrapper of light blue
960
years
old.
the neighborhood, for she is liable to be
Judge Dyukman, of Kalamazoo coun- woman who was driving along the road
cashmere,finished around the lower
saw the storm approaching, and escaped
ty,
sold 1,000 bushels ofapples from four
arrested for selling liquor without a liedge in points trimmed with silver braid.
acres of orchard, Even at 10 ccnte per ! l,Y lying fiat ui>on the ground, but her
cense, and thus violating a United States
The New York Observer has this ex- Below the points is a knife plaiting covbushel— which is the average price of 1 tt,ftm 110(1 wa8on were taken up and carered with Valenciennes,and above
| rie(l ovor a
dwelling-house, and the
law.
planation in regard to the Cleopatra ereu witn vaiencionnes ana aoove them ,

to still honor the soil and labor in

it.
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Most actors forget about as
they learn, and a few days

Needles
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It is

with
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morning areas, made
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but slighUy iuforri. Straw an.l

„cres hay-Btuckn swept through the air oh it
will often
of pine land in Montcalm county
»«re feathers, ami a large number
is a fact that the obelisk recently erected silver braid, and is quite as pretty as the
of cattle and
is
suffice to destroy their perfect memory
$250,000.
It
in
estimated
to
out
124,1
nn'' swine
"""n were killed,being
wrapper. A brown walking suit, a short
found
in
a
confused
heap after the
on the Thames embankment is ealled
of a role. On a recent voyage from Eudinner dress of two shades of blue, are 000,000 feet of lumber, and the new
storm. A new barn erected by a tanner
owners
will
construct
a
logging
road
for
rope, John McCullough and Rose Cogh- 1 Cleopatra’s Needle by the Londoners, among theother gowns which the singer
at a cost of over $1,000 was carried a
is to have for herself, and not for the the purpose of hauling the timber to Six
long distance, and come down on its side
lan were aboard, and the passengers,on I We do not kuow ho^ tllis name CT‘0
dear public, for which her finest gar- Lakes, at the head of Flat river.
without being shattered or otherwise
getting up an entertainment,put them1 ),e
ia
Ex-Gov. John J. Bagley has ordered damaged. Another barn was taken up
ments are designed. — Cincinnati Gaburied ol>eliskwhich was taken to Enzette.
to be sent to the Michigan University
down for a scene from “ Macbeth.” Aland separated in the middle, only onegland. From our earliestchildhood we
The Duchess of Connaught, one of the portraits of all the Presidentsof the half of it having been found in fragthough Macbeth is one of McCullough’s
have seen and heard this popular name Queen Victoria’s daughters-in-law,
be- United States, from Washington down ments, and no one knows what became
star parts, and Miss Coghlan had not
applied to the standing obelisk which came, says the London Truth, a great to thopresent time, with thesuggestion()f the oth,jr wriion. From Assyria
long before acted Lady Macbeth, they
over Johnstown,
has been brought to New York. Three admirer at Oberammergan of Joseph that they should b« placed in the mu- ,1,3
were unable to recall the language with
Mayr, who represents the Christ of the scum or library, as thought
' where it .lid a vast amount of damage to
1 years ago the London Athemmm pubanything like accuracy, and,
as
..... . -there
|
omi
He is more than six feet
,um seemed
neemeu to
vu spend
spium its
iwgm.
A post-mortem examination held on property,nnd
greatwasn’t a copy of the play on the steamer, i llHhed
"lth e.ngravmg8 , 1
ha8 llW
eYe8’ 1100 ctlm- ^ hodyof Wesley Weldon, a Michigan , est fur}-. Thence it proceeded
’ to Bell"ethe Derformanco had to be omitted. translations of the inscriptions on the plexion, mid long, brown hair^fallmg ; farmer, found floating in the Saginaw | vue nnd Charlotte, where it was te
less
mi
London obelisk, which the writer calls over his shoulders in curls. English river, revealed the probability of murdt-r.
destructive, its violence having abated
Indies generally throng his ccittage, w here The doctors found a deep gash iin the after passing over Assyria and JohnsHere is another straw, A man who Cleopatra’sNeedle. This was wliile it he lets the spare rooms, and sometimes back of the head, and state that the i town. The damage in these two townwas still lying in the sand not far from call at four o'clock in the morning to take
wound was inflictedbefore the body was ! shins alone is estimated at over $50,000,
went through an excursiontrain of 900
its companion that had lieen a conspic- leave of him. He is married to rather a thrown into the
ami other localities to hear from than
passengers taking a Presidentialvote
uous object of interest for many centu- plain woman, a g<xxi housewife,and the
The salt production for Michigan, as those already mentioned,
didn’t find a single Hancock man. P.
mother of his four children, who fears,
reported by the State Salt Inspector, for
ries. Both are monuments “of the
S.— He didn’t find a Garfield man
however, that some English Duchess will
Foverty’s Grip.
the month of September, was 299,579
greatestmonarch Egypt ever produced elope with her husband.
either, for the first person he accosted
barrels. The total amount for insjiecTho annoyances to which a man withand of the most flourishing period of its
Y’ou may rely fully upon the reports tion for the year to Oct. 1, wax 2,150, - out money can be subjected are almost
knocked him down, and a dozen others
wiped up the door with him uudwedged :
»«“ ^ is uot dcswahle that hoth
™it the Uuited 537 borrelSj against 1,612,300 barrels for without number, but it is seldom that
should have the same popular designa- States in another season or so; she has corresponding period in 1879. The esti- two acquaintancesare in tho same box
him so fast under a seat that all the
taken advantage of the monetary embar- mated product for this year will reach
at once. On Congress street one man
tion.
rassments of Mr. Maurice Strakosch,her 2,600,000 barrels, the largest in the his- said to another as thev met :
passengers escaped before he could reamiable brother-in-law, to buy him ofl
lease himself. He has declared himself
“Ah I you miserable liar, I’d break
After twenty-onecenturiesthe re- from the contract signed with him years tory of salt manufacturein the State.
A large number of new blocks are being your nose for a dollar !”
in favor of the anti-Masoniccandidate,
mains of the 300 young Thebans, form- ago. This contract gave him absolute erected this season.
The person thus addressedopened his
his treatment in the car having made
Sacred Battalion,” who fell at control over her in the United States,
During
the fiscal year ending Sept. wallet, but it was empty. He wanted
him dead opposed to grips. He was the terrible battle of Cheronea have now and was, for many reasons, a great
30, 1880, the bonded debt of the State his r.ose broken ever so much, but ho
obstacle in her path there, viewed from
gripped too much.
couldn’traise the cash. Then ho re1hh*u dug up. During the summer ex- her own standpoint. She consulted was reduced $8,000 by the payment of
Sault
canal
bonds
for
that amount, marked
cavations have been made around the lawyers, who held that there was no way
“You gray-headed poltroon, I'd lick
A good story comes from Madison, gigantic memorial lion which was placed to avoid its obligations save by a com- which had fallen due July 1, 1879. The you for 50 cents !”
present conditionof the debt is stated
Wis. A young man of that city who, in the center of the field to commemo- promise. Accordingly,on the occasion below, but, to offset it there are $300,000 The gray-head felt in all his pickets,
of his present visit to England, Mme.
through snobbery or laziness, will never rate the deeds of heroism of that dark
4 -per-cent, bonds in the sinking fund, but ho found no half-dollar.Ho was
Patti arranged it. amicably, agreeing to
cast down over the condition of his
carry a package through the street,made day. A wall twenty-five yards in length pay Maurice Strakosch 100,000 francs and a still larger sum deposited in banks
and
bearing
interest.
The
entire debt finances, but managed to say :
a purchase of six collars and a necktie, and fifteen yards in breadth was first ($20,000). Part of this was paid then
“ I’ll give you a toss licking for just
of $905,149.97 could bo paid at short
and, as usual, ordered them to be de- found beneath the soil. Within this in- and there; the rest will be handed him notice, if the owners of our State bonds 5 cents !”
the day the diva sails for the States.
Tho other went down into all his
livered at his residence. Soon after- ci08Ure ftt n depth of four yards lay the ^r]iat a furor siie ^1 create! She will
tllP money ; but
pockets,
but no nickel could to discovthe
best
offers
they
will
make
are
10
to
ward a two-horse freight wagon was bones of 185 Thebans, resting side by appear first in concerts, supported, as
20 per cent, premium, which is regarded ered. Disappointment sat inthronedon
backed up to the door, and the package side, ranged in rows of forty, each in the ; goes without saying, (I had almost said
his face ns he replied :
as too much.
laboriously placed on the steps by the attitudein which he had died. Seven without singing!) by that dear Nicolini,
INTKBKIIT-BBARINa
HON DM.
“ Give me 2 cents and I’ll roll you in
who makes a full stop between every Two million loan bondii, fl's, due Jan. 1,
driver and an assistant, who inquired such rows have been found. They are
tho gutter !”
18H3
...................................
f391,000.00
fourth note and is afflicted with an exag• The other couldn’t raise it Even
whether it should be left in the hall or so placed that the heads of those of the gerated tremolo in the bargain. It is War bounty loan bondi*, 7V, due May 1,
IH'JO ..................................
299,000.00 when they offered to lick each other for
carried up stairs. As the young man’s second rank repose at the feet of the proposed to charge $10 a seat for these
a cent the money could not to produced,
Total ...............................
$890,000.00
sweetheart was a witness of the scene it first. All bear the marks of the blows concerts! This will do for a time, but
and both went their ways realizing how
j not tor long? H<wevM\ I can assure you
keen the grip of poverty con to tightis likely that he appreciated the full which caused their death. One of them
------------ 1803 ..........................$3,000.(X)
that to listen to Patti, ai
the
queen of song,
ened.—
Press. _______________
force of the joke.
has both thighs pierced by thrusts of to use a much-abused term, is well worth Twenty-one thouaaod dol’orH partpaid 15,000,000loan bond*, «dTwo Patriarchal Apple Trees.
the spear ; another has the jawbone saving and scraping and going without Juh table at $.'>78.57per $1,000. .12,149.97
---- 15,149.97
other things. I never heard anything
In Skowhegan, Me., are two russet
In Stokes county, N. C., four white broken and splintered ; a third has the
half so delicious m her rendering of
Total bonded debt .................... $903,149.97 apple trees ; the oldest was planted in
men started to a circus in a wagon driven skull terribly hacked ; a fourth, whose Within a Mile of Edlnboro Town.
A terrific explosionoccurred at Pitts 1762. The tree is seven feet from the
by a negro. The negro was a Republi- head is wonderfully well preserved,has There is only one Patti, and listening to
ground to the branches,five in number,
<fc Cranage's mill in Bay City, the other
can, and they concluded to prose- the mouth still wide open, as if he her, you are almost tempted to declare day. Adjoining tho mill is the main all of which are very largo and average
there is but one prima donna!— Z,o/idon
thirty-five feet in length, covering a
boiler-room, containingfour toilers,and
lyte him to the Democracy, in which breathed. This last will be conveyed to
Letter.
space of ground sixty-threefeet in
next to this is another room, built on
they were soon successful,especially the Museum of Antiquitiesat Athens.
diameter. In these branches a playthis
year,
contiiining
two
boilers.
These
A Bank Robber’s Personal Effects.
after giving him a circus ticket. On What is especially noticeable about it is
house for children has toen built for
The sparkling gems which the bank latter two exploded, carrying destructhe road homo he declared that he that tho jaws jicssessevery tooth in per- robber Rollins had smuggled into the tion in every direction. One piece of a half a century or more. Any where from
readily ns

there are two Cleopatra’s Needles, for it
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the ground to the branches it measures
thirteen and a half feet. The tree is
more than four and a half feet in diameter, and it has been a good bearer— from
Use of Woolen Clothing.
assist Rollins to escape, have l>een ex- near by, smashing in the platform
twenty-five to thirty- five bushels of apProf. Jffiger, of Stuttgart, recom- amined by a lapidary, on behalf of the around the boat. The steam dome was ples have been picked from it each year.
mends the use of woolen clothing both Administrator, J. McDowell Sharp, of curried over the lumber piles and But the frost and rain have made a seam
pile 400 feet away,
in summfei; and winter, and has invented Charabersburg, and prove to lie paste, landed
in the branches, and recently one of
timbers
a sort of normal dress by which he instead of Brazilian diamonds. They smashing it down.
them has broken, but tho other four are
claims the accumulationof fat and water were undoubtedlyprepared with the were thrown about fifty feet fur- green and bring forth their fruit in due
pipe was blown 100
in tho system can be prevented.This sole view of hoodwinkingHustis. One ther.
season. The other tree, forty-eight
normal clothing has two essential prop- of Rollins’ wives, who has been waiting feet and landed against a lumber pile. years younger, is a sprout of the old
the report of the expert in the hope that A drill-houseadjoining tho boiler was tree. It stands thirty-two feet from the
erties :
1. It consistsexclusively of wool, she might realize something to reim- blown to atoms, and there is not a brick old tree, and bears the same kind of
avoiding all materials woven from plant burse her for the $10,000 worth of real of the toiler-room left in place. Tho apples, is three feet in diameter, and
diamonds of which Rollins despoiled her, mill is badly shattered, and also the perfect in every way.
fiber teottou or linen).
2. It makes a strong point in keeping left the city yesterday and is said to be salt block. There were seventy-five
Guest at a rei taurant to a waiter, havwarm the middle line of the front of the on her way to California to be married. men at work in the mil), and notone
body.
His other wife is in Chicago. The only was hurt, although if the explosion had ing complaint to make— “Say, waiter,

couldn’t keep his new-born faith unless feet order. No weapons have been found. Eastern penitentiaryin a shaving-brush toiler was carried over the mill, over the
handle, and which Rollins promised to railroadbridge, and over the heads of
ho was baptized,and, upon the arrival
give to the keeper, Hustis, if he would eight men who were working on a boat

of tho

Dan river, Robert
one of the white men,

])arty at

Mitchell,

out into the water
new convert in tho
Hancock and the regenerated

deliberately got

and immersed the

name of
Democracy.

The

Two

A mud

lines of railways in the five di-

visions of the earth cost, in round

num-

bers, $16,000,000,000,and would, according to Baron Kolb, reach eight times
round the globe, although it is but
over half a century since the

on a

little

first rail-

way worked by steam was opened between Darlington and Stockton, Sept.
27, 1825, and between Manchesterand

.

But the principalpeculiaritv of the
clothing is the exclusive use of sheep’s
wool, even avoiding pocket and other
linings of cotton.

effects Rollins leaves, beside the paste
diamonds, are a pair of French gaiters
with false heels, in which were bidder
some fine saws when Rollins reached the

occurred in tho room where the four where’s the proprietor?” Waiter, with a
boilers were, the mill would have been fond and pitying smile — “ Do you think
shivered to atoms. The engineer and he dines here? The bow knows too
one fireman were blown from the boiler- much for that”

Tub

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, October

all

new

has

station

few miles

A new saw

mill

been built and started up at this new
and we noticed quite a supply of

station,

around us are

logs on hand.

dis-

own purpose.
The Greenback shouters have tried for
weeks to make the people believe thto
Hon. L. H. Randall, of Grand Rapids,
the Democratic-nominee for Congress,
would withdraw, etc. Now, our conteinporaries may make good wages by writing
such stuff, but wq know it is not true.
For the last two weeks we have seen
Mr. Randall working like a beaver,
gustingly partisan— for their

A Good Account.
“To sum

some people howl about

drawing.
still

his with,

Mr. Randall can't withdraw. He

is the

regular Democratic nominee, and the only

one— and an excellent nomination it
Go

to his

will

is.

home— Grand Rapids— and you

soon find out in what estimation he

is held by those

who know him

best.

All the efforu of the Greenbackers to

Mr. Randall off the field, is mere
wind. Mr. Blanchard is merely a Green-

talk

backer, cannot have and will not get the

Democratic vote. Look at it.

Why

should the large party be swallowed by
the little. Look at the insignificant

Green-

back vote in the three States just voted;
and that vote

vember. It

will still

will be the

be smaller in Nosame

in this State,

and then talk of running a Greenbackcr

long years of bed

Hop

own

housework fora year since without the
of

know

a day,

it

At

a sewion ot the Probate Coart of the county
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, in the
city of Grand Haven in tatd County, on Saturday the Second day of October, in the year one
thoneand eight hundred and eighty. Present:
Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Willem Kremers,
deceased.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of Henry Kremers, executor of said estate representing that said estate la fully administered and
praying for the examinationand allowanceof his
final account, and that he may be discharged from
farther trust. ThereuponIt is ordered,that

o

Wednesday the Tenth day
1'of Novem-

i

next, at one o'clock,
ock, in the afternoon, be as*
ig of aald petition,
iand tha1
Bitters signed for the hearing

taken by my wife, who has done her
loss

STATE OP MICHIGAN, connty of Otuwa.-M.

which was ber

per year, total, $1,200— all of

stopped by three bottles of

and I want everybody

to

for their benefit.”

through three counties, with our own eyes,
and

it up, six

ridden sickness and suffering costing $200

WE PROPOSE TO SELL GOODS

Probate Order.

made over the Grand

north of Johnsville.

look at it oalxly.
The party organs

we

to us, called Bushklll, situateda

1880.

15,

last trip

Haven Railroad disclosed a

“John Weeks, Butler,N. Y.”

the helra at law of aafn deceased, and all other per
sons interested in said estate,are required to ap*
pear at a session of said Court, then to be holden
at the probate office, In Grand Haven, in said
connty, and show cause If any there be, why the
prayer of the petitioner should not be granted:
And it is further ordered, that said petitionergive
notice to the persons Interested in said estate of
the pendency of said petition and the hearing
thereofby causing a copy of this order to be
publishedin the Hollano City News a newspaper printed and circulatedin said connty of Ottawa. for three successiveweeks previous to said
day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate,
<

Holland,

HUIZENGA &

rates.

Indiana and Ohio, they will see at once

a grand

A

cluding for weak eyes and near sighted;
also

in

meaning of

it.

The

vote against their

own

at

J. 0.

DOESBURG.

34-3m

Republican demawill

bread and butter if

the Democrats, because of

For Crockery and Glassware go to M.
Huizenga & Co., they beat them

all in the

city.

protection help you, if

it,

NOTICE,

bait, and

more readily

England would

thing against us?

v P.

The

It

35-lSw

LADIES and GENTLEMEN

To the

!

gttxxjMette’s

FRENCH KIDNEY PAD.
A Positive and Permanent Cure Guaranteed in

all cases of

Gravel, Diabetes, Dropsy, Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys,
Incontinence and Retention of Urine, Inflamation
of the Kidneys, Catarrh of the Bladder,
HIGH COLORED URINE, PAIN IN THE BACK, SIDE OR LOINS, NERVOUS
WEAKNESS, and in fact all disorders of the Bladder and Urinary Organs, whether

BARGAINS
- FURIUTTJRE

FRENCH PAD

CO-, Toledo,

Ohio/

SUHRAVESANDE.

undersignedoffers

W. Wakker where

Prof. Guilmett’s French liver Pad.

MEYER, BR0UWER& CO.

and

Will

stock purchased of W.
a bargain, also all their Furn-

sell all the

Wakker

at

his

will be sold extremelylow to make mov
ing more easy when their own Buildingis

finished.

S.

DE GROOT.

YOUNG MEN

FOR SALE.

34-4w

Chancery

lican protectionistshouters. Does she too

Will poeitivelycure Fever and Ague. Dumb Ague. Ague Cake, Billions Fever. Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
all diseases of the Liver, Stomach and Blood. The pad cures by absorption,and is permanent.
Ask your druggist for this pad and take no other. If he does not keep it, send $1.50 to the
FRENCH PAD CO., (U. S. Branch) TOLEDO. OHIO, and receive it by return mail.
33-1 y
For sale at Heber Walsh, wholesale and reUil druggist, Holland, Mich.

iture, Carpets, etc., removed in said store

servicesto
would lay you out flatter than a flounder! the people referred to above, aud intends
Sale.
merit their approbation by a prompt
We wonder why the N. Y. Evening Post to
attendance and civil treatment.
STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Clrcnlt Court
(strong free trade) don’t attack his Repubthe County of Ottawa— In Chancery.

same

T2

I

The undersigned hereby tenders his
thanks
to the citizensof Holland and surthan Indiana was. The farmers are just
rounding country for the trade given him
as naturally free trade, but they don’t
during the last eight years, while be recoin
see it yet— they don’t keep up with the mends his seccessor— Mr. 8. de Groot— to
campaigns.How much would your bogus his former customers.
the East will be caught by

the

(Cor. Ottawa),

No.

contracted by private diseases or otherwise. This great remedy has been used with
success for nearly ten years in France, with the most wonderful curative effects. It
cures by absorption-,no nauseous internal medicines being required. We have hunP. H. McBride, Complainant’s
Solicitor. 33-7w dreds of testimonials of cures by this Pad when all else had failed.
Ladies, R you are suffering from Female Weakness, Leucorrhcca.or diseases
peculiar to females, or in fact any disease, ask your druggist for PROF. GUIL*
METTE’S FRENCH KIDNEY PAD, and take no other. If he has not got it, send
IN
$2 aud you will receive the Pad by return mail. Address U. 8. Branch

At the Brick Store formerly occupied by

that free trade plank in the Democratic

platform. They swallow the

MONROE ST.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

CITY STORE,

Circnit Court Commissioner in and for Ottawa
connty, Mich.

thermometorsand Weather Indicators,

cheap

hundreds understandsthe

gogues tell the mechanics that they

commence

V

NEW YORK

CO.

ABEND VI88CHKR.

old and young, of different qualities,in-

principle for the promise of so few votes.

Another reason is— the tariff question.

,

JOHN FITZGERALD &

lot

Union.”

Not one man

7

be

32-6w

to sacrifice

i

w.

Common

pay

before.

prices.

him.

for

ever

Chancery

of land described as follows,
gon harbors, would not be neglected by
to wit: commencing seventeen 117) rods north of
By Order of the
Council,
Geo. H. Sipp, City^Clerk. quarter stake on the west line of section fonr (4),
v
in township number five (5) north, of range number sixteen(16) west, and runningeast one hunWe feel that of the three candidates he
and twenty-three(123) rods, thence south
Just received a full stock of Crockery dred
would represent us the best ; that is what
seventeen (17) rods, thence west one hundred and
rods, thence north seventeen rods,
we look for, and work for— regardless of and Glassware which we sell cheaper than twenty-three
to place of beginning, containing thirteenacres and
ever
before.
eleven
rods
of
land, all in said township of Holpolitical antecedents.
land, Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
M.
CO.,
opposite Lyceum Hall. also the parcel of land known and described as folThk State electionsin Indiana and Ohio
lows, to-wit: commencing at the north-west corner
of the saw mill owned bv said Jacob P. De Condres,
are over, and, we repeat, the die is cast.
At Brusse’s Clothing Store, in Zeeland, running thence east eight rods to a stake, thence
We still think, that “ as Indiana goes, so
south ten rods to a stake, thence west eignt rods
there is just received an immense variety to a stake, thence north ten rods to the place of
goes the
Moreover, it is a
beginning, containingone-half acre and being in
of fall and winter goods, which are made section four (4), townshipfive (5) north, of range sixnatural result. The idolatry of the Demoup accordingto the latest styles, and at teen (16) west, in said town of Holland,also
crats with Greenbackers, is one reason.
the Pier runningfrom said mill Into Lake Michilowest
31-tf.
gan and the land upon which the same stands,
If the Democrats will but look at the conintendinghereby to convey said mill and pier and
the land upon which the same stands.
temptible small fiat vote in West Virginia,
full assortment of Spectaclesfor Dated, October 15th, A. D. 1880.

they vote

1000 plecea Dark PrlnU, Fast Colon, 6c. 600 pieces Beat LonsdaleMnalln, 9c. 1000 pieces YardWide UnbleachedMnslln, 6 cents worth 8 cents. Good Ginghams, 8c and 10c. Good table Linens, 25
cents. Turkey Red Table Damask. 50 cents, worth 66 cents. Good Shirtings In Plaids and Stripes, 8c
and 10c, worth 10c and 12j{c. Good Bine and Browu Denims, 10c and 12)fc. Good Ticking9c, 10c and
12*c.
We are the headquarters for all kinds of Table Linens,Napkins, Towels and Toweling. We sell
these goods at lower prices than can be found in the State.
Splendid bargainsin Cloaks, Shawls, Black Silks,Black Cashmeres,Colored Cashmeres, Black
Alpacas, and ail kinds of Dress Goods. Our stock of these goods Is largerand our prices lower than

85-4w

acres. Also the

that it will not

!

Handsome Suitings,8c, 10c and I2)4c. Plaid Suitings,12#c, 15c and 20c. Plain Alpacas, all colors,
down to I2ctf- HandsomeBrocade Dress Goods at 20c and 25c, worth 25c and 80c. Fine Morale Cloths,
all colors,20c and 25c. Splendid bargains in Fancy Dress Goods at 80c, 40c and bOc.
$otirrss.
Fine All Wool black Cashmeres*, 45c and 50c. All Wool Colored Cashmeres , all colors,down to 45c.
Good Black Silks, 75c, 85c, and )1.00. Colored Trimming Silks and Satina in all the new shades at popular prices. Great bargains in Felt and Balmoral Skirts. Good Balmoral Skirts 50c and upwards.
Special Assessors Notice.
Good Felt Skirts 50c, 60c, 75c, 85c and $1.00.
City op
)
Sale.
An Immense stock of Motions, Hosiery, Gloves and Corsets.The beat Corsets In the city at 50c,
Clerk’s Office, Oct. 18ih, 1880. j
STATE
OP
MICHIGAN
: The Circuit Court for 75c and $1.00, Examine them. Ladles’ Winter Hose from 10 cents a pair up. Children’s Woolen Hose
To Mrs. R, Doctor, Lucas Sprietsma, the County of Ottawa— in Chancery.
at very low prices. Notwithstandingthe advance in Woolen Goods we are still selling BlanketFlanMartinas Van Tubbergen, Mrs. J. Mvers,
Albert A. Sprague, Ezra J. Warner and
nels, Blankets and Kentncky Jeans at old
Beach Brothers, Gerrit J. Haverkate, Otho 8. A. Sprague,co-partners under
Heavy Kentncky Jeans 15c, 20c and 25c. Good White Blankets $2.00, $2.50 and $8 00 n pair. Grey
Roelof A. Schouten,Jacob Van derVeen, the firm name of Sprague. Warner A Co.,
Blanketsfrom $1.50 a pair up. Large sized Bed Comfortables$1.25. Large sized White Bed guilts 85c.
Complainants,
VVm. J. Scott, Fred O. Nye, Teunis Kep^
$1.10 and $1.50.
pie, Lots 0 and 7 block 44 to whom it may Jacob P. De Coudres and Axcnath De
Onr stock of Cloaks, Dolmans and Shawls is entirelynew. Cloaks from $3.00 upwards. Very handconcern, Hope College, Mrs. O. Van
Condres,
some Dolmans $9.00 and upwards,Heavy Double all Wool Shawls $4.00 and $5.00. Heavy Beaver
Defendants.
O’Linda, Pieter F. Pfanstiehl, Roelof Van
In pursnanceand by virtue of a decree of said
den Berg, P. F. Pfanstiehl, Mrs. A. Van Clrcnlt Court for the connty of Ottawa,in chan- Shawls from $2.50 to $10.00.Broche and Paisley Shawls from $5.00 np.
Nottingham Lace for Window Curtains at 10c, 12)fc, 15c, 20c and 25c. We are sellingCarpets and
Raalte, Willem Katie, Wm. B. Gillmore, cery, made in the above entitled cause, on the
Ferdinand Huflenruiter, City of Holland. twelfthday of January, A. D. 1880. Notice is Oil Cloths at lower prices than ever. Cottage Carpels 18c and 20. Ingrain Carpets 80. 40 and 50c. Yard
hereby given that on the First day of De- Wide Floor Oil Cloth 30c. Bargains In Oil Cloths, Rugs, etc. Good Canton Flannels 8c. Good White
You and each of you are hereby noti- o ember, A. D. 1880, at one o'clock In the afterFlannels 12X. Heavy Waterproof Cloth, 60c.
fied that a speciakfassessment roll for the
noon, at the front door of the court house, In the city
We will make It to the Interest of every citizen of Grand Rapids, and within a radius of 100
iraorovementofFilhStreet Special Assess of Grand Haven, In said connty, I the subscriber,a
meht District, has been reported by Circuit Court commissionerin and for said county, miles of Grand Rapids, to do their trading with ns.

the Board of Special Assessorsto the will soil at public auction, to the highest bidder, the
lands and premises described in said decree, viz:
Common Council of the City of Holland, ail the following described lots, pieces or parcels
the matter with their upper story.
and filed in this office, and that the Com- of land situated in the Connty of Ottawa and State
Mr. Randall is known throughout the mon Council has fixed upon the second of Michigan, and known and described as loilowa,
whole Grand River Valley. He has al- day of November, A. D. 1880, at 7 :30 o’clock to-wit: the north-east quarterof the south-east
quarter of section nnmber four (4), in townsh'p
ways been Identifiedwith all her interests, p. m., tit the Common Council Rooms, in number five (5) north, of range sixteen (16) west,
said City, as the time and place when and except one acre In the north-east corner of said
and If elected,we feel assured thatSaugaland, deeded to School District number seven (7)
where they will meet with the said Board of the townshipof Holland, containing thirty-nine
tuck, Holland, Grand Haven and Muskeof Special Assessors to review said roll.

Why, something must

for Congress.

! New and Attractive Fall Goods
now opening in every Department of our Immense
Store ! Prices Lower than Ever

This Fall than ever before

A HOUSE

and lot. foundry and finishing shop
rV. aud lot, ate*m engine, yard and all its appur- Will not only save money bnt valuable time In the
future by attendingthe Grand Rapids Business
tenances. Inquire o
College, where they will receive a thorm/gh, qvlclW. H. WASHER,
Grand Rapids, M ich enlng, practical education.Send for College
for
29-ly
Or Wm. H. Demino. Holland Mich. 22-6m

Journal.

James Shaver,

P. 8.— My shop is now the one vacated
Complainant,
by Mr. P. Scravesande,next door to the
vs.
place Boot and Shoe store of the Hon. D. B. K. Enos Stoddard, Jacob P. De

sacrificeher principle for the benefit of
party success? If so, we will have to

Condres and Henry J. Clark.
Delendants.
In pursuanceand by virtue of a decree of said
ism.
Circnit Conrt for the Connty of Ottawa, in Chancery, made in the above entitled cause, on the
Two
lots— 4-5 feet— on Eighth street,
Mr. Lee ol the News-Journal, seems to
Thirteenth day ol September,A. D. 1880. Notice is
hereby given that on the Twenty “fourth day
find fault with the assertionof our corres- between Steketee’s store and J. O. Doesburg’s
drug
store can now be bought for of November, A. D. 1880, one o’clock,
pondent that to “ knock an Greenback
iu the afternoon, at the front door of the court
six hundred dollars cash.
house. In the City of Grand Haven, In said county.
editor’’ only takes $5. Our correspondent
I. the snbscriber, a Circnit Conrt Commissioner,
H. DOESBURG.
ought to have said $0, that would be acin and for said County,will sell, at public auction,
to the Mghest bidder, the lands and premises decording to the article which appeared in
scribed in said decree, viz: all that certain piece
or parcel of land, situa'o,lying and being in the
Lee’s own paper, at the time, viz:
*
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan!known
“Shortly after his withdrawal ye editor
and described as follows,to-wit: bounded as folhad occassion to go up Washington street, COATSWORTH— At Holland,Mich., Oct. 11th, lows: commencingnine chains and twenty-five
links north from the center of section four, in
and when opposite the post offlee this
1880, of typhus dysentery, John L.,only son of
township five north, of range sixteenwest, from
moral lecturerstraightened himself up to
John and FrancesCoatsworth, aged 4 years and thence west ten chains and fllty links to Lake
his full height, which, we would judge,
Michigan:from thence north, along the lake,
4 months.
thirteen chains and sixteen links, thence east ten
although we have not taken accurate
chains and fifty links, 'hence south along the quarmeasurement, is about five feet three and
ter line thirteen chains and sixteen links to the
a half Inches in his boots; and after
place of beginning;containing thirteen acres and
^deertiseraettts.
one hundred and iorty-sixrods, excepting one halt
straightening himself up as aforesaid,he
of an acre, which hae been heretofore deeded to
opened his mouth wide, very wide, and
J. P. De Condres.
Sale.
drew back his fist, swore, and hit ye ediDated October6th. 1880.
tor on the side of the head, dropped down
EDWIN BAXTER.
OF MICHIGAN:— The Circnit Court for Clrrwlf Court Commissionerin and for Ottawa
and caught him by the legs. We simply STATE
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
County. Mich.
let our two hundred and five pounds avorP. H. McBride, Complainant's Solicitor. 35-7 w
Manly D. Howard (trusteeof H. J. )
dupois drop on him, mildly stroked his
Hollister. CharlesW. Warrell
and Charles W. Mills,)
face, told him what was within our ability
Election Notice.
Complainant,
to do to him, Jerked him to his feet once
her one peg lower in the scale of journal-

Van Raalte.
Holland, Sept. 21, 1870. S3-4w

33-tf

Deaths.

Dew

Chancery

Engine Co. No. 3.
brother front door of the Court Honse, in the city of Grand
In the Second Ward at the Barber shop of S.
Haven, tn aatd county,1. the subKcribor,a Cir- De Groot.
Lee; we have too much faith in his size, cuit Conrt Commiasloner,tn and for aaid connty. In the Third Ward at the Common Conntil
will aell. at pnblic auction, to the highestbidder, roomsV
weight, and skill for that. But the fact
the lands and premises described In said decree
In ins Fourth Ward at the residence of Get
remains, nevertheless, as above quoted, all of the following described lands situated In the 81pp.
connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan,known
from his own version of the affair,that and described as the west half of the north-west The following officers are to be elected,viz:
Eleven Electoraof the President and Viceof section twenty-one(31) In township
the offender was punished for attacking quarter
nnmber five (5) north, ol range fifteen (18) west, President of the United Mates.
brother Lee, and this, seems to us, virtu- containing eighty acres of land accordingto
A Governor.LieutenantGovernor. Secretary of
the United States survey, be the aame more or less. State, State Treasurer, Anditor General. Comrolsally sets our correspondent right.
Dated, the 14th day of October, A. D. 1880.
lioner of the Ute Land Office, Attorney General
ABEND VI88CUKR,
•ad Snperlntendent of Pacltc Instruction,
hope, however, that if it ever occurs again,
Clrodt Oowi Commissioner in and for Ottawa
Also a member of the State Board of Education ;
County, Mich.
brother Lee, will find it incumbent on the
also a Representative
in Congress, for the Fifth
PH
McBride, Solicitor for Complainant.
Justice to reverse his judgment. “Self
J!6-7w.
CongressionalDlrtrlctol this State, to which Ottawa
conntv
belongs;
also a Senator for the
protection Is the first law in nature.”
twenty sixtn Senatorial District,to which Ottawa

ribbon

Cures Rheumatism, Cures Coughs and Colds.

man “get away” with

CZKRES
OIKBES

office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 14, 1880:

J.

Van Landegend

JIE (BACK

SOLID

AM

STIFF

BY

JOIJITS.

P, !R. TuIEKISrqS.

_

Go to D. R. MEKNG8 for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyea
color they are nneqnaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 centa.

For brightness and durability of

1880. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1880.

conntv belongs ; also a Representative In ihiyState
Legislature for the First Kep
representative District
of said Ottawa connty, to rhtch your city belongs

w

Also the following connty officers, viz:
Copper. Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plnmber
and steam fitter;does all kinds of sheet metal
Judge of Probate,Sheriff, Clerk, Treasurer,
Hearn, Nellie Kooper, Amelia Crawford, work to order, or repairing.Also driven Wells Register ol Deeds, ProsecotlngAttorney, two Cirput down, and old pnmps repaired.Stoves re- cuit Court Commissioners,Surveyor, two Coroners
Miss Ida Allen, David Bowen.
paired and pnt np, etc., etc. Inquire at the Hard- and two Fish Inxpcctors.
Wm. Vkrrekk, P. M.
ware store of J. R Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 3A-tf
GKO. H. SIPP, City Clerk. I

Miss Mary Stone, M. P.

LA

CURES BURNS, CUTS AND BRUISES.
CURES BURNS! CUTS AND BRUISES.

We

List of letters remaining in the post-

THROAT. CURES DIPTHERIA.
LAME (BACK AM STIFF JOIM-

CURES SORE

HOLLAND,

CITY OF
]
more, and handed him over to the proper John Roost, Alida E. Roost, John
Clerk's Office, Oct. 5, 1880. j
authorities for judicial adjustment. On
I/onwcsand Hermanns Laarman.
Tuesday forenoon he pleaded guilty before
To the Electors of the Oily of Holland:
Defendants.
Justice Parks to the charge of assault and
Notice is hereby given that the GeneralElection
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
battery, paid his fine of $6 and was ad- CircuitConrt for the connty of Ottawa, in Chancerv, to be hied in this State on Tuesday, the second
vised to" live more circumspect in the fu- made In the above entitled canse, on the twelfth day of November next. In the several wards in
the City of Holland, shall be held at the places
day of January. A. D. 1800. Notice ia hereby
ture or it might go tough with him.” *
designated by the Common Council, a* follows:
given that on the Fi*rt daw of Dooembor,
* # We don’t expect to see any red- A. D. 1880, at one o’clock.In the afternoon, at the In the First Ward at the room of Colombia Fire
vs.

Cures Rheumatism, Cures Coughs and Colds.

Q
5

ilES’

fill

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruchiiig,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Fans, Parasols, Circulars,Ulsters, and Beady Made Suits, Gloves, Mils and
Warranted Pearl Kid Gloves.

A

fall line

of Crape, and all kinds of Silk, Black »nd Colored Brocade and

Pekin Id Velvet and Silk for Trlmmlnga.

Spemer, John O.

I.

&

S.

TAN -DEN
BERGE,
. - tiOX.I-A.NlD, MICH

EIGHTH STREET

Indiana was always very unceiUin.”

“

Lookout for Donovan’s Original Tennesseans—Nov. 4.

Waterloobut an Austerlltz.” from their visit to their parents, residing
Of John H. Fuller, who escaped from
at Oswego, N. Y.
Jackson on the 29th of September,nothing
Fall weather is upon us. How is your
has been heard as yet.
Mrs. H. Boone arrived home on Wedneswood pile ?
It

is

“ not a

Wk

day evening from a visit to her brother,

Alderman Boone returned on Wednesday evening with another lot of fresh

Rev. A. A. Pfanstlehl,of Rariton,

Holland Literary Society has com-

menced its sessions again

on Friday even-

them

fast train

Monday

last, from the

all.

said: *Tt

munity, died very suddenly, at

and sound on

D. B.

K

Van Raalte wasmarX correct, that Mr. J.

of our friends made a visit

medicines, and his

we think it ibk
Duursema has made

chain, upon

a silver

/

quishlng his hold upon the stave

.

This is

Just like

\ For

Satin Skirt*,etc., etc.

We

handsome drug

Wm.

Celebrated remedy

store

A

/very best in 1874,

Sv prevalent

in

when

^

first

premiums

wedding on Wednesl arm and one leg cut off by an accident
met on the road that morn

last

week, on those beautiful animals.

Inst, with

day, the 13th inst. Mr. Harrington was! which he had

The

-

our early settlers In 1848 materiallyinj but

few hours,

a

•

hauling goods for them from Alleganj€CcT

We

it

was allowed; the jhave followed by stretchinga large one for lay-reading of the service and sermon
same good news was received by Henry /of the same kind across Eighth street. when he is absent, I hereby authorize such
Konigsberg./^Constduilirg t£e many years Two of our vessels also fly that banner- service on all Sunday mornings when I am
hack it is a nice little amour
[ount to take, Kate Howard and the Wollin. The Re- not present.
Both will please acceptLouk congratula- publicans,on the other hand, show no
E. W. Flower, Rector.

m

lions.

banners at

on the County Treasury are being examined and allowed, to the great

Bergehave
Captain

received another large stock of Millinery

8. C.

Mower,

of the

U

Joy of

al

been waiting

for

months

Dr.R.A.SchouteiL,

mu

FROFXtXXTOXL.

u.

This new store will keep a full supply of the best
and flnsst

and Fancy Goods, suitable for the season. gineers has arrived here with the Govern- amounts due then.
The novelties displayed in this line of ment tug, and men and material, to com-

Cappon has
Tannery Creek at his own ex-

notice thatex-Mayor

cleaned out

pense, to a considerable distance Into the

swamp, for which he deserves the thanks
of the community.
gest to our

Common

We

would now sug-

Council or Board of

Health, if necessary, to continue that job

and

and cut it through the
Black Lake. This would pre-

clean it out

marsh to

vent the water scattering throughout the

swamp, and

consequently reduce the

malaria in that nighborhood.

A few days ago we had a pleasant call
from Mr. F. Lindsey,of Grand Haven,
who has started a new business
terprising town, viz:

A

in that en-

five-cent store.

His business has increased so fast, that he

a brake, at the

legs

once

in attendance, but

Pctree, harbor con-

tractors, have arrived here and

commenced

in the

lumber

Last week quite a number of our mer- business, has beeu a resident of Grand
new Haven, since his boyhood, and was widely,

chants went to Chicago to purchase a

the construction of a dredge 75 feet

in
stock of goods. Among the number we known as an honest and industrious
with a depth noticed Messrs. J. Duursema, J. Van Put- citizeu.At the time of bis death he was
of 7 feet. It will be a large one and as
ten and M. Jonkman, all of whom bought only 36 years old. He leaves a widow and
powerful as any on the lakes. It will be a large stock. Mr. J. Van Putten dis- five small children, in rather comfortable
worked by a 50 horse power engine, and plays some of the finest goods ever circumstances,to mourn bis untimely

length

by 26

feet in width,

swing

a 2-yard dipper. After the dredge is
brought to town, with which young men loss. The funeral took place last Monday
completed they will construct two dump- and women will be especially delighted, and was very numerously attendedby all
scows of 100 yards capacity each. Mr. and Mr. J. Duursema has replenised his classes of citizens, not less than 47

Dodge

Is

an expert in this business, having

constructed the

store to quite an extent. Visit them and

Government dredge a few see

years ago, to the satisfactionof all parties

for yourself—

The

the

-

articles

are loo nu

merous to mention here.

-

concerned.

fine

gentleman and

a full

J.

house on

a scholar, who will un-

During
sera a and

\

-

> which were very impressive.

the past few days Mr. J. Duur-

in the

that,

the

to

-

Koffers

past, eight years, it is

time he was
for

the change, yir. Fixter is the owner of

say Milwaukee, tuuV he will need all

bis

in

own

re-

more rea-

The
self

sons than one.

!

editor of the Grand

Haven Herald

large assortmentof

MISSES’

no wonder the Herald

Salt by the pound or barrel.— Harris &
Smith’s Safety Lamps, and many more
barge
goods, too numerous to mention.

editor of De Orondwet makes him-

P.

Holland, Oct.

TO

Seely, io this

Tie Great

& A. STEKETEE.

dogs! Go way from us,

thou serpent.'

of that.

as

any wreck that ever came

in here.

HARLOW

PHELP9. Mortqagee.
Cross, Attorneys for UortqoQH.
81

-18w

FHCEasrix
Planing Mill
In rebuildingour

new shop we have purchased

Machineryof the most Approved Patterns,

B,

Stupa's

Speciflc Medicine.
It Is a

And we are confident we can
want

early
grave. The

satisfy all

who

Planing, Matching,
on

Re-Sawing Done.
WK HAVK

IDR/TT

Insanity and

A

STEAM

KILUST

AND THE

SnecIflcMedi

DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL

of Mr. V. W. crew. About 8 o’clock the next morning cine Is being
used with
city receutly, and if that the schooner Guide, commanded by Capt. wonderfulsnccess.

|

.

entirely new

Enropeu ReieJr-Dr. J.

an

nothing against the Republican nominee and Batchelderwent out, took the Trader
for Prosecuting Attorney, that he can’t
in tow aud brought her ioto the harbor,
make such a regular politicalargument as
going lo the his opponent. The whole county is aware where she now lies, looking about as hard

feet,

1st, 1880.

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

forecastle,which remained standing,

appear ridiculousand contemptible affording some shelter for the exhausted

(41) feet,

Come and imped our Stock.

Consumpt’n

not so, with your nauseous slime.
is

wit: All that certain piece or parcel of land lying

Lowino A

everything above the deck except the

cover somebody else,

It is

Phelps,

and being situated In the county of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, known and described as followa,
to-wlt: commencing at a stake on section line one
hundred and sIxty-dvuOM)feet sonth of the northwest corner of section thirtythree (88) In township

GROCERIES .

MAKE A SPECIALTY.

I

to

tke

thence south one hundred and twenty (180)''
thence west one hundred and seventy-three
(178) feet to section line, thence north along said
Dress Goods from 10c and npward, and a full as- aectlon line one hundred and twenty eight (lltS)
sortmentof Ladies’ Skirts.
feet to place of beginning,containingone-half
acre of land together with the appurtenances
Gents’ White Shirts— the best 50c Shirt thereuntobelonging, at the front door of the
court bouse of said Ottawa county, In the city of
ever sold In Holland.
Grand Haven, on Thund*? tha Ninth dftf
Feathersof the best grade always on hand at
of Dooombor, A. D. 1880, at two o'clock
bottom flgnres.
In the afternoon, to pay the sum doe on said mortgage with Interestand coats Includingan attorney
'A Full Slock of'-'"-*'—-'
fee of fifty dollarsprovided for in aaid mortgage.
Dated, beptember 1st, 1880.

.

is

in

hie wife,

COLUMBIA AND OTHER YARNS.

sent free to all. Write for them and
who seems to have more brass than Frank Fraga, came alongside of the getPamphelts
seems to feel terriblyhurt about our parafull particulars.
Price, Specific,fl P«r package, or six packages
graph, that Webber’s boast, if carried out, a dozen foundries, was writing for an wreck, the sea being to heavy to launch
for |3. Address all orders to
American
paper,
he
would
not
dare
to
say
^lould materially hurt Grand Haven. This
their small yawl, and by the exercise of
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,
Noa. 104 and 108 Main 8L. Bnffato.N.Y.
t. On the contrary, we wish to contra- good seamanship,he succeeded in saving
is a truth— an absolute fact, and the Herald
Sold in Hollandbv D. R. Mienos. 51-ly.
tries to refute it by calling it a lie, and dict— that Mr. Seely’s speech was to the the whole of the crew, and started back
other slanderousphrases. It is none of point, but not in the nature which said for the Haven with them. Getting near
Notice for Publication.
our ‘hash,’ Mr. Editor; you can take as editor had wished, and to show his the mouth of the river she was sighted by
Lard Office at Reed Citt, Mich.,
* much and as little of Mr. Webber as you chagrin, at the eloquent argument ad- the tug Batchelder, Capt. R. Connell, who
September 5t8rd„ 1800. f
like; but that you should use such lan- vanced, he (the said editor) had to dis- went out and took the crew off, whereupon
\TOTlCB la hereby given that the following
gunge, as you did, so uncalled for, shows tinguish himself aa one of the noisemakers. the Guide proceeded once more on her il named settlerhas filed notice of his latentionto make final proof in support of hla claim,
you to be still the same foul-mouthedhyp- This we can prove by Republicansas well voyage. Shortly after the crew had been and final entry thereof, and that aald proof will be
ocritical crawling reptile which the com- as Democrats. We advise said editor not taken off the ill-fated Trader, the steam •nade before the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Ottawa County, Mich., at the county teat on Tuesmunity in which you live universallyholds to attempt to out-Herod Herod,” if he barge S. C. Hall fell io with her, took her day the Uth day of October,1880, vlr: George
W. Campbell Homesteadentry No. 0948 for the
you. Bewyise you are too contemptibly values his situation.Hedoe^notyet un- in tow aud steered for Grand Haven, and E of N w )4, Sec. 11. 7 5 N. R. 16 W. and names
penuriousto use a nickel for yourown\ dsJfatand this community! It is saying coming near port the tugs Lizzie Freak the following witnessesto prove his continnons

who

having been

of a

CLOAKS.

editor,

comfort, you want

Mortgage Sale.
made
condltlona
W
mortgage executedby Frank J. Lamb
and Mary L. Lamb,
to Harlow

SHAWLS
a

by lying about the speech

The

night.

& A. Steketee

positive care for Spermatorrhoea, Semina)
hours she was full of water. There being Weakness. Impotency, and all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss of Mema heavy sea on at that time the waves ory. Pains In
commenced breaking over her, breaking Back or Side
and diseases
away cabins, stanchions, bulwarks, id fact that lead to

Mr. Tate having had the office for manufacturedstaW

lieved of his arduous duty,

This

Just Received at the Store of

stave factoryjoMr. Jos. Filter, o? Trader’

doubtedly run ahead of bis ticket. We such a large lumber of cooper shops
don’t want to throw mud, but suffice

FILLS

daied the Flrat day of May, A. D. 1877, and dnly
recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds for
Ottawa coumy, Stale of Michigan, on the bib day
of May, A. D. 1877. In Liber No. 9 of Mortgagee,
on page 888, by which the power to aell In said
! mortgage has become operative,on wblci.
mortgage there ts claimed to be doe at the date
hereof the sum of thirteen hundred and forty dollart, also an attorney fee of fifty dollara,provided
for in said mortgage, and no suit or proceeding
having been Institutedat law to recover the debt
now remaining secured by said mortgage or any
part thereof: Notice la therefore given that hy
vlrtuo of said power of Bale, and pursuant to
statute In inch case made and provided, said mortgage will be foreclosed by a safe at public vendue
of the mortgaged premises therein described, to-

carriages took their places in the proces- A better 50c Tea than ever; Roasted Coffee of
many varieties. The best chee>e. New Holland
sion. Revs. Van der Veen and Dr. Suther- Herring, by the keg or piece. The Beat Oat Meal
land assisted in the religiousservices, always on hand and fresh,etc., etc. •

have sold their share | °N TucsdAy a^noon the steam
of p«nlwa‘er.amved here, waterTuesday evening last, by discussingthe Milwaukee.^TlsMrPfflUlB1plafTto logfied and abandoned, with her decks
political issues of the day. Mr. Stewart purchaseMayor Van der Veen’s share also, swept and most broke, in tow ut the tugs
was known here as an eloquent speaker, and start the factory up to run its fullest Batchelderand Lizzie Frank. It appears
but Mr. Cross, candidate for Judge of capacity,Uuder the managementof Mr. that the Trader left Monday night with a
Probate, spoke here for the first time, and P. Pfansti^hl,Already some bolts have load of lumber bound lor Chicago. After
his speech was well received here. He been purchased /and it is expectedthat a being out a short while she was found to
evinced what we said before, that he is a great deal <k \Jbor will be furnishedby have sprung a leak, and in a couple of
Hon. Geo. C. Stewart and Mr.

Morris Cross, entertained

82-8mo

Read

EXmm

Prescriptionscarefully compound at al /hoars
day or
3fl-1y

FVEFAULT

a

Mr. Van der Zalm, who was

&

DR.

nature that no operation was Underwear for both Sexes. Flannel and Woolen
him a call. We feel assured that they
Hlatike.s,Rlbbons-as tine an assortmentas
deemed advisable, and at about 7 o’clock
six (fl)north,of range thirteen(18) west, thence runwill be astonished. His store is in Grey’s
any In the city— cheap. Nubias, Misses
ning east one hundred and thirty-two (1M) feet,
that evening death ended his sufferings.
thence aouth eight t8) feet, thence east forty-one
and Children's Knit Hoods.
of such

block, near the post-office.

Messrs. Dodge

firm are the manafactnrera of

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.

PIERCE

AND LADIES &

the injuries were

well

jLvm

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

F.

by some of the railroad employes,placed

OILS,
a

iNTI-SDUS IE

UNDER THE TOWER CLOCK,

end of the car; the engine

above the knees. He was picked up

Medicinaluse only,)

SCHOUTEN’S

-

jerk, he fell under the wheels and

passed over him, cutting both

a car
off

a

has recently commenced to wholesale
in a sawdust car and taken to his residence
his goods. This will be a new feature of
in that condition. Physicians were at
trade to a great many; but we advise all
nur dealers in search of notions, to give

OF

ride down to the depot, seating himself on

giving

The above

Mr. G. A. Konlng, will be pleased to see his
friends when in the city and inow them every attention where all are welcome at the

E. S.

appreciated by new superstructure, some need refilling, road, In this city. Mr. Antony Van der
examination.Call soon if you wish a and the outer cribs need to be secured Zalm had been in Fcrrysburg, tallying
by more stone. We hope Capt. Mower lumber, and in returning, when near
first choice.
will give our harbor a good overhauling. Bakker’s mill, he jumped on a flat car to

We

(for

Liquors,

or Detroit.

-

be comprehended and

assortmentof

FAINTS AND

A

is

finest

Wines &

Tailors,

GREAT WARDROBE

the

dreadful accident occurred on
simply immense, and the variety mence the necessary repairs of our harbor.
of new fashionedhats and bonnets are Mr. E. P. Bates is under him in charge of Friday afternoon ^of last week, at about
worthy of minute inspection,and can only the work. Borne of the old cribs need 4^ o’clock, on the D. Gr. H. & M. railtrade

HeditiM Perfuneriw, Toilit Article, Cigin,
Writing MatwrUl, Snuff,

And keep all the belt Woolen Clothe* made In
the world. Sulu or tinglegarmenta made to order
on Short Notice, bj the beat artist* and for lev*
And almost everything else belongingIn
money than tame goods can be bought in Chicago stocked drag store.

get the small

to

STORE,

are the Leading

Merchant

numerous hungry claimants,who have

S. En-

WARD

Three doors East of Kruisenga'iStore.

And the

We

in America.

Van Putten & Soxu.

G.

FIRST

GRAND HAVEN

talent

team and deliver goods

Holland, Sept. Mth, 1880.

Men and Boys Underwear.

all.

troupe contains some of the finest colored

own

EVERY GRADE OF

ITEMS.
Aboot November 4th, the Original TenThe often sneered at Lake Shore is still
booming. The clover-huller has been on nesseeanswill giye one of their popular
Hon. Cbas. 8. May made an eloquent
that shore and threahed 108 bushels of concerts, in this city. Donavin’s are the
Democratic speech on Monday evening, at
clover seed. From James Cornford’s farm original,and highly praised by the newsMusic Hall. There was a good audience
45 bushels of seed was hulled from 10 paper critics, are so deservedly popular
and considerable enthuoiasm.
acres, and from John Cochrane’sfarm 164 that two other companies travel under
bushels from 5 acres. How is this for the similar names as the above, in order to
The Board of Supervisors is at present
Lake Shore. This seed is worth |5.00 per “ steal their thunder,” so to speak. This in session,and a large number of claims
bushel.

our

have a big stock and aaaortmentof

ME, SUB)

'

Misses L. & 8. Van den

Have

free of charge in the city.

w

ton, that liis pension

The

ETC.

SCHOOL SUITS, well made,
strong sewed and Cheap.

BOYS’

PROVISIONS, also

PIERCE’S

E S

nX stood. For the time being bis Sunday ap
Hon. M. D. Howard was the first one
Within the last few days Mr. John to fling a Hancock and English banner to pointmenls will be somewhat irregular,
Kramer has received news from Washing- he breeze, and now the Democratic Club but permissionhaving been asked of him

of

fall line

NO RISE IN PRICES AT

rector of

&

O-H/OOBH/IES
YANKEE NOTIONS,

Large Stock, Very Cheap.

at the Berlin (County) Fair,

Grace Church desires to
give notice that he has not resigned that
pariah as some have incorrectly under-

one of our very first settlers, and assisted! ing. It was expected that he would live

-

A

our midst.

----

celel to Battle Creek on the 9th

of

Satins, Table Linens, etc.,

OUR OWy MANUFACTURE,

that disease was

NECKTIES, and all kinds

of

Ribbons, Trimmings, in Silks

ONE PRICE TO ALL

00

\

fall tine

dents’ Furnishing Goods,
-ALSO,-

WINTER

considered the

one

8r., and lady

, We are now offeringfor

go to the drug
Van Putten. This

was

complete variety of Germantown and other
Wooten Yarn,

CLOTHING Hosiery, Socks.

Mr. Wm Smith, of Beaverdam, who is 1500 Woolen Suits to select from all grads.
We learn from a dispatch in the /nfor
well
known throughoutthis Colony ns the 2500 Overcoatsto Select from every style.
Ocean, that conductorA. 8. Parker, formerowner of the celebratedstallions Black
^
^*1. and West Mich. R. R., and
BOYS AND CHILDREN CLOTHING,
lately on the Grand Trunk R. R. was taken Leopard and Norman Grey, received the

gan House, T. E. Streeter proprietor,that
he wanted us to mention
Mr. Geo. Harrington,

A

Invite all to call and examine the Immense
stock of Mon's, Youths and Boja

epizootic powder,

Itnre of Dr.

factory.

^

FALL AND

Duursema— liberalto

------

with the treatment he received at the Alle-

it.

kinds of

WA1ER

days— no

his line.

relin-

recent-

and he was so well pleased

-

all

CASHMERES,

all

is pretty well filled with the necessaries in

hear it rumored, and

was tied the happy pair took the train for/ a present of

brated their golden

my young

large stock of choice liquors, drugs and

the 14th lost. Immediately after the knot lent ol a gold watch, and one of bis coopers

ly to Allegan,

in

Dr. R. A. Schouten has just received a

his place

ried to Miss Kate Ledeboer on Thursday,\his old foreman — Ed. Verschure— a pres-

One

was so

Netherlands.

Chicago.
, .... . ...

PUHEN& SONS.
They have

In

trusting any of ’em ”

of business, a few miles from Kalamazoo.

We
The Hon.

of

DRESS GOODS,
and

On Wednesday last we learned that old
and two Mr. Borstlap, so well known in this com-

children, and Mr. J. Slam, wife and three
children arrived here safe

have Just arrived at the store

VAN

G.

Great Wardrobe,

are requestedto announce that a

Wednesday, the 3d day of November.

on the Chi. & West Mich.

ing last, and discussedLord Byron.

Mr. Lysias Schaap, sister, wife

—

Light, as ut the

market-day will be held at Zeeland, on

III.

GOODS—

Not only sunlight, but the Electric

order that Mechanics,Workingmen
*
others who can not call during the
PROOF,
R. R., on Friday of last week, struck a
An old lady in New Scotland, bearing day time, can do so In the evening, and
FLANNELS.
man with an ox team, near Bangor, killing somebody say the maila were irregular, be able to select goods equally as well.
and a novelty la 8K!RT8-(beaallfal cashmere)

The

Illinois horses.

The

Fall and Winter

Let there te Light!

Mb. and Mrs. R. K. Heald have returned

DOORS, SASH

AND BLINDS,

Or anything In onr line manufactured on short
notice.

88-tv

WERKMAN

A VAN

ARK.

'

MEAT MARKET
—IN THE

FIRST

—

_WARD.

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have llnishedthelr new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Ssusages. By promptness sod fair

dealing they fee) confident of giving satisfactionto
residence upon and coltlvatlonof aald tract, via: all those who wish to favor them with part Of their
Henry M. Scott, of HollandP. O., and John M. trade.
Thestandlsonedoorwestof
G. J. HaverLst*
Horton, of Holland, P. 0..and Lorenzo Lawrence,
of Holland, P. O., and Arnold de Fevter, of Hol- Son’s Hardware Store.
W.
land, P. 0.,all of Ottawa County. Mich.
STEVENSON, Register.
J. VAN
8&-5w
Holland. Jnlv 14, 1678.

A

EDWARD

BUTKAU,
ZOEREN.

THE

AMT

|

Win.

In answer there was presently a rustl“Am I big enough?” inquired the
WHAT IS A GENTLEMAN!
amid the elder bushes, and forth gentleman. “I’ll take the best care of
There'i fait one thing a man can hats
Bow Cardinal Newman Answers the
stepped not the culprit BoQa, but a very you.”
In all thlt vorid o( iroe and itrtfe.
QaesUoa.
That makes the businessnot too bad,
handsome young man, equipped with a
“ 0, 1 don’t know you yet, you see.
And that one thing’s-an eaar wife.
gun and game-bag.
I will ask papa,” she answered demurely.
It
is almost a definition of a gentleDost fancy that I loro my gin
Sue sprang up. Each stared for an
“Otrtainly^byall means ask papa!” man to say he is one who never inflicts
For rosy cheeks or raren hair?
She holds my hegrt because she laughs-;.
instant at the other; then the gentleman, said he eagerly.
pain. This description is both refined,
Because slit) laughs,and doesn't wre.
gracefully lifting his hat, said:
going home now,” she said, and as far os it goes, accurate. He is
I put my boot* Jnst where It suits,
May I inquire, Miss, what you want rising.
mainly occupied in merely removing the
And find them where I put them, too;
with me?”
“Won’t
you
permit
me
to see you obstacles which hinder the free and unThat is a thing, yop must allow,
“ Want with you ?” responded she, in
safe? There may be more cattle around, embarrassed action of those about him
A chsp can rery seldom do.
* I leave ii)y paperson my deek;
surprise.
to say nothing of snakes and owls.”
and he concurs with their movements
She never puts them in a heap,
“Yes; I was crossing the field yonder,
“Well, I think you may come, though rather than takes the initiativehimself.
Or takes to light the kitchen stove
when I heard you call me,” he replied, we are near home now. I can see papa His benefits may be considered as paralThe very one I want to keep.
with a slightly demure expression about sitting on the verandah, reading; and lel to what are called comfortsor conOn winter night my cost dame
his
mouth and eyes.
there in the orchard is my basket ot ap- veniencesin arrangements of a personal
Will warm her toes beforethe Are;
She never scalds shout the lamp,
“I called you?” said Sue, indignant- plies, which I gathered for the pigs. If nature ; like an easy chair or a good fire,
Or wants the wick a trlfl#higher*
you won’t mind, I’ll feed them now, and which do their part in dispellingcold
ly.” _______
On Sundays she is net an fine
. ^Xes; you colled ‘Rolla,’ very dis- carry the basket back.”
and fatigue, though nature provides
/ • But what hep ruffles I cad hng; a
I light my pipe just where I please,
Jinctiy and earnestly, ^xeiMfcd hfl, biting
“I’ll enjoy it of all things," ho asserted. means of rest and animal heat without
And spill the ashes on the nig.
the corner of his mustache, “and I, of
Lifting the basket he carried it for her them. The true gentleman in like manThe bed ijvqeTCT Ailed with ''aharntf'-**
course, obeyed the summons, and am at to the stye, whore she amused herself ner carefully avoids whatever may cause
„ ,v A thing sotfe women .vilely plan
your service. My pome is Holland, or with tossing the fruit, one by one, to the a jar or a jolt in the minds of those wkh
To worry pervaqtshalf lo death,
eager, pushing crowd within.
whom he is cast ; all clashing of opinion,
Rolla, as I am familiarly called.
And spoil the temper of a man.
Sh« lets me sleep to. anv hour,
j <
“So you take an interestiu those poetic or confusion of feeling,all restraint, or
Sue surveyed him from head to foot.
' Nor risesany ndrrid flln '
“Oh,” said she, coolly, “it was a mis- animals?” remarked her companion,as suspicion, or gloom, or resentment ; his
If it Just happens, now and jhen,
( To be quite lata when I come lo.
great concern being to make everyone at
take on your part It was not you, but he stood curiously looking on.
“I
feel sorry for them, they are so their ease and at home. He has his
the other puppy, I was calling. His
I tell you, Jack, If you would wed,
ugly and dirty. Nature seems to have eyes on all his company ; ho is tender toname is also Rolla.”
_ just get n girl who lets things run;
She’ll keep her temper like a iamb,
“Indeed!
where
is ho?” inquired the treated them unjustly, poor things, in ward the bashful, gentle toward the disJ • And hi Ip youwn to lots of fnn
gentleman, looking around with a great making them so inferiorto other animals. tant, and merciful to the absurd ; he
Don’t look for money, style or show,
But then, the littlo ones, with their piuli guards against the unseasonableallusions
Or blushing hcautv, ripe and rare;
expression of interest.
Just take the one who laughs at fate—
noses and funny eyes, do look so chubby or topics wliich may irritate ; he is sel“
He
has
run
away
from
me.”
W ho laughs,and showi she doesn’tcare.
dom prominent in conversation,and
“I wonder at him. In fact, I really ami innocent.”
Ton think, perhaps,our household ways
She tossed some apples to the little never wearisome. Ho makes light of fadon’t see how he could have done it,”
. Are justperdudjce a HtU« irtlxeil
vors while ho does them, and seems to
said he, looking at Sue, and slowly ones, and looked thoughtfully.
Or when they get too horrid l«t.
“They remind me of a picture I saw be receiving when he is conferring. He
We stir about and get things nxe.l.
stroking his mustache.
What tompensatton has a man
She drew herself up with a great as- lately— Circe, surroundedby a herd ot never speaks of himself except when
Who earns his biwul by sweat of brow,
swine, into which she hud transformed compelled, never defends himself by a
If home ia nude a batih -ground,
sumption 6f dignity.
, And life one long, pternglraw?
“If you will try, sir, you will find how her admirers,and would never have im- mere retort ; he has no ears for slander
' j<
‘hllartei't,Vagmint.r
agined how much expression there was or gossip, is scrupulousin imputing m ?
it can l)e done/? said she loftily.
iu the way that they wriggled and tives to those who iuterefere with him,
tf-'And if I don’t want to try?” - groveled
at her feet.”
and interprets everything for the best.
“Then the other puppy must make
“ 1 see that picture now, at least someyon. Hero he is, just in time. Here, thing like it,” the gentleman remarked, He is never mean or little in his disputes,
never takes unfair advantage,never misKolia, good dog; bite at him, sir !”
M WhAtt is Sner' ttqnfrfedUWf Mellooking from Sue to the pigs.
takes iHirsonalitiesor sharp sayings, or
And Sue clapped her white hands tolington, entering tlie room where her
And again Sue repeated to herself, arguments, or insinuatesevil which he
gether,
wd
.tried
to
whistle,
as
she
had
two eldest daughters were employed, the
“What an impudent puppy!” as she dare not say out From a long sighted
one in reading, the other with a bit of seen her papa do, to the great amuse- dropped more apples into the stye.
prudence, he observes the maxim of the
ment of the gentleman.
fancy work.
And this was the spectacle which ancient sage, that we should conduct
Butv
insteaa
of gallantlyrushing to
“I really don’t know, mamma,” angreeted the horrified gaze of Mrs. Welourselves toward our enemy as if he
swered Ada, looking up from her work. the attack at command of his mistress, lington as she stepped ou the veranda
were one day to he our friend. Ho has
Rolla
frisked
np
to
the
stranger
with
“ I have had scarcely a glimpse of Sue
where her husband- was rending, and too much good sense to be affronted at
extravagant
demonstrations
of delight,
since we oan^ to the country^ She aplooked across the lawn to the orchard.
“0 he knows you,” said Sue, con- The tea table was ready, and she was insults,and is too well employed to repears to have taken to' tin outdoor life,
member injuries. He is patient, forand is never id the house except at temptuously, “and so you didn't run.” expectingSue.
bearing, aud resigned on philosophical
“Yea;
Rolla
knows
his
friends.
In
night.”
lUfrcy ou me !” she gasped. Why,
He submits to pain because
“I saw her about two hours ago on fact, he’s my namesake— an honor con- Mr. Millington, only look! There is principles.
it is inevitable ; to bereavement,because
ferred
upon
mo
by
the
admiring
parher way to the orchard,” remarked Rose.
actually Sue with Col Hanley’ssou feed- it is irreparable ; to death, because it is
tiality of farmer Hawes. ”
11 She said she was going to feed the
ing the pigs.
his destiny. If he engages iu coutro“He
belongs
to me now, and I mean
pigs, and would afterward take a lesson
Mr. Wellington chuckled.
versy of any kiud, his disciplined intelto
change
his
name,”
said
Sue
posiin milking.”
“Well, my dear, I don’t see the harm lect preserves him from the blundering
tively.
“I wish I could find her,” resumed
of it, if they like it. Though where she discourtesy of better, perhaps, but less
“Pray
don’t.
You
have
no idea how
. Mrs. Mellington. “ I am sure that Col.
could have picked him up I can’t im- educated minds, who, like blunt weapons,
Hanley or bis son will call this afternoon, musicallyit sounded across the field. I agine.”
tear and hack, instead of cutting clean,
aud it is proper that Sue should be pres- fancied some wood nyniph— or— dryard
Meanwhile, Sue and her companion who mistake the point in argument,
—was
calling to me. Belongs to you
ent. She did not appear on their former
leisurely crossed the orchard aud the waste their strength ou trifles, misconnow. does he? Happy dog!"
visit”'
lawn.
ceive their adversary, and leave the
“Now, I’ll introduce you to papa," question more involved than they find it.
“She will .hock the Colocd by bet | he£f be
Rolla'9
she said. “Only I don’t know your He may be right or wrong in his opinion,
hoydemsli manner and, as to his son, I ' giie tnrnofishnn,lv
hardly think he wiU partmnlarlyadmire ;
sir, or shall I!” name.”
but he is too clear headed to be unjust ;
“Oh, perhaps ho knows it, and will he is as simple as ho is forcible,and as
her. He doesn t fancy female society 8he demanded
heard, and prefers his dogs
..0h, I would not for the world in- introduce mo to you. Meantime, call brief as he is decisive. Nowhere shall
horses. And wasn’t ho a little wild at commode you! And I bog you to re- me anything you like.”
we find greater candor, consideration, incollege, mamma?”
So Sue walked straight up to her dulgence. He throws himself into the
member that I came only because I fan“A little too fond of what is called fun cied you were calling me, having prob- father, and. putting her hand on his mind of his opponents, he accounts for
— nothing more that I have ever heard. ably seen me passing. I saw you from shoulder, said:
their mistakes, he knows the weakness
“Papa, Fvehadan awful fright. I of human reason as well as its strength,
He ia a clever young man, will l>e the bank abovd. Pray excuse the miswealthy, and is, next to liis father, the take, and allow me to wish you a good was chased by a raging mad bull, and its province aud its limits. If he bo an
my puppy rau away from me, and an- unbeliever, he will be too profound and
best match in the neighborhood,though, evening.”
as yon say, he don’t appear to care parother with the very same name, saved
And with a courteous bow, he disap- me; so I’ve brought him home with me," large minded to ridiculereligionor to act
ticularly for ladies’ society. I fancy he
against it ; he is too wise to be a dogpeared among the hushes.
nodding in an introductorymaimer to- matist or fanatic in his infidelity. Ho
looked rather bored while" talking to that
’ She stood looking indignantly after
stately Miss Radstock, clever aud handward the guest.
respects piety and devotion ; ho even
him until he disappeared.
“Eh?” said papa, looking up; and supportsinstitutions as venerable, beausome as she is. And then he must know
“The impudent puppy!” she murmur- catching the expressionof the two faces
that all the girls are trying to secure
tiful, and useful, to which he does not
him, which naturally makes him shy of ed; “I never heard of such assurance.” before him, he fell into the humor, and. assent ; he honors the ministers of reliAnd then a slow smile rippled over her as he rose, said, with a wave of his hand
them.”
gion, and it contents him to decline its
face
which she remorselessly checked by toward the waiting tea-table,“Very
These remarks were clearly intended
mysteries without assailing or denouncbiting the corner of her under lip.
as hints to her daughters, for Mrs. Milwell, my dear, we’ll feed him.”
ing them. He is a friend of religious
“Come, Rolla,” she called, iu a sublington was a genuine match-maker, and
So Mr. Roland Hanley sat down to the toleration, and that, not only because
had already married off two daughters dued voice, “come, sir, and go home; table with the family, and with an utter his philosophy has taught him to look
and see how yon get into scrapes again. ” absence of that unpleasant restraint
advantageously.
on all forms of faith with an impartial
Sheclimbed the bank into the meadow,
Finding that the remaining eldest the dog followed with a subdued ami which Mrs. Mellingtou had remarked in eye, but also from tin? gentleness of feelhis intercourse with Miss Radstock; and, ing which is the attendant on civilizadaughter had failed to make the desired culprit-like mien. But suddenly he
impression on either Col. Hanley or his gave a short, sharp bark, and at the despite her vexation at Sue, the meal tion.
passed off agreeably.
Bon, she hod bethought herself of pro- same moment another and stronger
Of course this was not Mr. Hanley’s
ducing Sue, hitherto, as the youngest sound smote upon Sue’s ear. It was a
The Discomforts of Fame.
last visit to the Millington’s— of course
and prettiest,carefully kept iu the back- low, hoarse, sobbing murmur, which
there were frequent calls, with walks
“I
should
think,” remarked a lady at
ground.
seemed to swell into an angry roar.
and
rides, in all of which he ful- the lunch-tableof the Baldwin, “that
But, meanwhile, where was Sue?
“If I were in Africa, I should fancy filled his promise of taking care of Sue; poor Adelaide Neilson ought to have
She had filled a basket with apples for that a lion’s roar!” thought Sue, curiousand when, at length, he asked the priv- faced death with a sense of relief.” Some
the pigs, strolled around the orchard, ad- ly looking around.
ilege of taking care of her through life,
surprise at the remark having been exmired the trees and the fruit, and climbed
In an instant hei1 cheek became deadly she did not say nay.
pressed, the ladv who hod known Miss
a low plum tree, iu order to gather an pale, and she stood breathless and transLately, when Mr. Hanley was boasting Neilson intimately, proceeded to recount
especially fine one for her father. In fixed, as a huge animal, with lowered
that his wife had accepted him on their the petty troubles of the great actress’
this position her eve was caught by a head, and eyes gleaming through shaggy
very first interview,by referring him to life.
low line of green willows, bordering the forelocks,emerged from a thicket at
papa, Sue looked around and said:
“She- was the victim of ceaseless persloping meadows beyond the orchard.
some distance, and came slowly toward
“ You were an impudent puppy that
secution,” said tho regretful friend
“It looks as though a stream were her, tearing up the earth with hoofs and day, Rolla, as you are still”
“Every day of her life was made miserathere,” she thought, “and Ido so love horns.
ble by the attempts of all kinds of people
water. I dare say it is so lovely under
Rolla, after a burst of obstreperous
Why He Was in the Penitentiary. to interview her on all kinds of subjects.
those willows. Come Rolla,” ‘calling barking,turned and ignominiouslyfled.
An important case was tried before I had the fact brought forcibly to my
to a little half-grownterrier,“you and I
She strove in vain to follow his examnotice oue afternoon of the last week of
will go on an exploring expedition ple. Her limbs felt paralyzed, and she the Criminal Court of the District of
her stay here. I called on her invitation
Columbia.
An
old
colored
man
was
on
together.”
turned faint and sick.
and found her nervous aud greatly disthe
witness
stand.
The
District
AttorRolla, after coaxing, rather sulkily
The bull came slowly onward, now
pirited. ‘I have already had sixteen
obeyed. He was an ugly little, crooked- lowering his head, then uplifting it, and ney interrogated the witness
visitors,’said she, and expect so many
“ What is your name ?”
legged, hairy-muzzledpup, which Sue staring fiercely and threateningly at the
more that I’ve positivelynotifiedmy
“John Williams,sah."
had, ou her arrival at the farm, bogged figure in the center of the field.
maid that I’m not in to any person but
“
Are
you
the
John
Williams
who
was
of the farmer for a pet. Yet Kolia,
Suddenly a voice shouted:
an old musician wlvom I’ve known for
sent
to
the
Albany
State
penitentiary’
for
despite nil the petting, did not take to
“ Don’t be afraid ! Throw’ away your
years and who Is kind enough to play for
this pretty young mistress, but persisted red shawl! Now run— run to the nearest larceny ?”
me.’
“No,
sah—
not
this
John.”
in evincing a decided preference for the fence— while I keep him off !”
“While she was speakingthe musician
“Arc you the John Williams who was
bam and kitchen, and low life in general
The assurance of help at bond inentered, and before he had finishedthe
convicted
of
arson,
and
sent
to
the
BaltiShe was not disappointed in her expecta- spired her. She tore off the light zephyr
first selection,how many callers do you
tion. She found a clear, shallow stream, shawl, which had attracted the attention more penitentiary ?”
think put in an appearance?Six? Yes,
“No, sah.”
which ran rippling and murmuring of the bull, and ran as fast as her trema whole dozen. I don’t remember half of
Tired
of
asking
fruitless
questions,
pleasantly beneath the willows, between bling limbs would carry her.
them. I know, though, there was a card
the
District
Attorney
suddenly
put
a
". thicket of wild rose aud blossoming elder.
How she got over the fence she never
from Barton Hill, who wished to see
She seated herself on the grassy bank, knew.- Indeed, she knew nothing dis- leading one.
Miss Neilson about a benefit.Then Fred
“Have
you
ever
been
in
the
penitentook off first her hat and then her shoes tinctly until the gentleman she had
Lvster
called in a journalistic capacity.
and stockings, and allowed the cool rip- characterized as an “ impudent puppy,” tiary?”
Then an ambitious young dramatic
“Yes,
sah.”
ples to dance about her white feet. Then lightly leaping the fence, threw himself,
All eyes were now turned upon the writer sent up word that he had kindly
she became interested in watching some rather breathlessly and heated, on the
prepared and brought with liim a fiveinsect life on the surface of the water, ground near where she had sunk the witness. The District Attorney smiled
act play for her perusal A young lady
complacently,
and
resumed
and when satisfied with this, resumed her moment she had found herself in safety.
“How many times have you been in from Sutter street craved on audience
shoes and stockings and lay back on the
“ Oh,” said Sue, half sobbing, “lam
for some purpose not given, but supposed
the
penitentiary ?”
dool turf, dreamily reciting snatches of so glad you came ! That awful creature
to l)e the fell one of confessing that her
“
Twice,
sah!”
- poetry.
would have killed me ?”
mission was to elevate tho stage. A
A stray sunbeam glinted on her rip“I fortunately heard him bellowing, “ Where ?’’
proud mother brought an ambitious
“
In
Baltimore,
sain”
pling brown hair, and the eyes that and, rememljcring you, came just in
daughter to read some Shakspearean
“
How
long
were
you
there
the
first
looked up through the waving foliage time to keep him off.”
passagesand show Miss Neilson that she
time ?”
were as deeply blue and clear as the
“Weren’t you afraid ?”
had formidable rivals outside the pro“About
two
hours,
sah.”
summer sky overhead. Pity that there
“Oh, no! I used when a boy to bait
“How long the second time?” asked fession. Two ladies came to inquire what
was no stray artist to gaze upon the these animals -for my own amusement.
preparationMiss Neilson used that made
picture.
But yon see I can be of more use to you the attorney, rather crestfallen.
her so lovely on the stage; money was no
“An
hour,
sah.
I
went
there
to
Suddenly Sue awoke to the fact that than 1 the other puppy. ’ Where is he ?”
whitewash a cell for a lawyer who had object to . them in acquiringthe secret
Rolla had disappeared. He had been
“Gone. Deserted me in my hour of
But they didn’t obtain an audience any
smellingabout tne bushes, and had now need,” she replied, smiling faintly, as robbed his client.”
more than the many others. Such were
The
attorney
sat
down
amid
the
stolen off on the track of some scent, per- she dried her tears. “But- I’ve had
the ceaseless persecutions to which the
laughter of the spectators.
ceptible onlv to his own keen olfactories. enough of him. I’D give him away and
unfortunate actress was subjected,and
Sue lifted np her voice, and called in get a letter and bigger dog to accompany
The paradise of beer guzzlers is ui pestered, pursued, and villified, she
her sweet, clear, girlishtones:
me on my walks, if they are to be as Belgium, where beer is only two cents a ought to have coveted the eternal peace
“Rolla! Rolla!’”
dangerous as this one. ”
pint
of death. " — *S’an Francisco Chronicle.
,
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The most

The first American inscription put upon the obelisk will be, “Post no Bills.”
“ He sleeps where he fell,” says a late
ballad, whicli -nuggeste that he must
have becH'drunk.

“Fm

What a beautiful thing is a rosy
cheek ! How great the contrastwhen
tho blush settleson the nose.

;

_

v.

^

i

Husband— “ Mary, my love, this apple-dumpling is notliolf done.” Wife—
“ Well, finish it, then, my dear.”
It was a

^

.

It’s a poor ralo that won’t' work both
girl married a barber, and ho turned out to be a rich Baron
in disguise.

.

ways. A Milwaukee

'

A modern novel has this thrilling passage: “With one hand he held her beautiful golden head above the chilling wave,
aud with the other called loudly for as-

u

sistance.”

A young lady wrote some verses for a
paper about her birthday, and headed
them “ May 30th.” It almost made her
hair turn gray when it appeared in print
“My 30th.”

;

I

_ir

The average life of a farmer is sixtyyears. At sixty-five he may safely

six

,

|

begin

to return borrowed tools, pay old
debts and ask forgiveness for cheatingin
horse trades.

!

•

AN IMPUDENT

set

“Bridget, the dust upon the furniture is intolerable.What shall I do? ”
‘^Do as Ido, marm— pay no attention to

-

*

young housekeeper who

the cake she hot! baked for a picnic out
of door one cold night to be frosted.

„

,

popular curb among poll

ticions— The sine-cure. /

fPUm*

|

i

“Is your cough any easier?” said
one of poor Hood’s acquaintances,on
calling to see how ho was. “It should

1

j

bo,” said the wit from his pillow, “ I’ve
l>eeii practicing all night.”

j

;

'

'

1

[

I

1

‘ ‘

‘ ‘

I
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The negro’s definition of bigotry is as
good and inclusive as that of Webster’s
Dictionary. “A bigot 1” said he ; “why
he’s a man who knows too much for one,
and not quite enough for two.”
At a celebration back in the country
a female arose and began: “This is
our 104 tli anniversary.”A wicked young
man back in the crowd yelled out :
“ Good gracious ! You don’t look that
old.”

Son— “Father, the lecturer at the
hull to-night said that lunar rays were

'

only concentrated luminosity of tho
earth’s satellite. What do you think
about it?” Intelligent parent — “All
moonshine, my son, all moonshine.”

'

St0pl,cJ

?^7ou

.e

Miss Flirtington—“ Yes, I

i

Stay

like the

place very much, Major ; you have such
a jolly set of men down here.” The Major — “Yes, awfully jolly. Y'ou’d better

|

el your heart, Miss Flirtington,in
case of accidents.” Miss F. — “Well,
while I’m about it, Major, I’d rather
steal somebody else’s, don’t you know ?”
ste

and

:

:

I

A TRxnr.a young potato Lug
Hat mvinsiiigon i» vine,
Anti flight'dunto a maiden bug
*'iA,
“ I pray you will lie mine.”
Then noftly spake tho maiden bug:
“ I love you fond and true.
But O, my cruel-heartedPur
Won’t let n e marry you."
With fleoni up. n bin bnggy brow,
With g'anoeacold and keen,
That haughty lover annwered her:
“I think your I’ar ia-green.”

:

1

•

j

,

,

*

%

“An!” said Gilhooly, yesterday
morning, “I’ve done one good act.”
“Sent a barrel of flour to the poorhouse?" “ Better than that. I’ve just
told Do Smith, who don’t stand a ghost
of a show, that he will be nominated by
acclamation.” “Well, that is one of
those kindnessesthat do a great deal of
good and don’t cost anything.” “The
mischief it don’t cost anything ! I borrowed 82 from him on the strength of
it."— Galveston News.
A doctor, being out for a day’s shoottook an errand boy to carry the
game-bag. Entering a field of turnips,
the dog pointed, and the boy, overjoyed at the prospect of his master’s
success, exclaimed: “Lor, master,
there’s a covey ; if you get near ’em
won’t you physic ’em 1” “Physic ’em,
you young rascal, what do you mean?”
said the doctor. “ Why, kill ’em, to be
ing,

sure,” replied tho lad.

A decently-dressedworkman came
into a photographer's to have the portrait of his wife taken. While the operator was arranging the camera the hus-

band thought it fit to give some advice
to the companion of his life concerning
her pose. “Think of something serious,” he said, “or else you will laugh
and spoil it. Remember that your
father is in prison and that your brother
lias had to compound with his creditors,
and try to imagine what would become
of you if I had not taken pity upon you. ”
A clergyman at Nahant was attacked,
while preaching for a brother minister,
by a severe bleeding at the nose. Ho
endeavored to stanch the blood, but, after saturating his own handkerchiefand
that of one of the congregation,which
was passed up to him, ho was forced to
retire. The pastor of tho church, a very
absent-minded man, rose solemnly,and
remarked: ‘‘While our brother is absent let ns sing a hymn. Will tho
choir lead in singing 'There is a fountain tilled with blood ?’ ”
‘

Got any Kids 1” the census roan said,
To the woman from over the Rhine
;

She hit him a belt on the side of the
head— and excitedly answered : “Du
hoelilsches,unverchaejns ausgedortes
muster einer froehen narron, yerlass mein
bans, oder ich macho bolognischefwnrst
aus deinem leeren kopfe mit einen stein
You t'ink I vas a goat?” — Quincy Mod!

em

Argo.

___ _

The death of two centenariansis announced. Mary Welch, 107 years of
age, died at Seymour, Ct. William
Bolster, who died at Oopenheim, Fulton
county, N. Y., would nave reached his
102d year next Christmas.

California has a perpetual skating
pond. There is a lake on the Saw Tooth
mountain, at an altitude of 12,000 feet,
which is constantly frozen.

p

A Reminiscenceof 1874.

THE FAHILY DOCTOR.
Cube fob Dyspepsia.— Thinking that
you would like to hear anything which
would benefit the public, I send you a
recipe for dyspepsia which has proved
beneficial to me. It is merely this : The
juice of half a lemon after each meal,
or, if the case is very severe, a whole one
should bo used.

In 1874, Dr. Jacob Meyer, Saint Louis
Mich., gave the following opinion: The
Hamburg Drops deserve to be recommend,

ed.

I have prescribed

Snail

A little daughterof Gilbert Williams,
of Mansfield, Ct., fell from a hay-mow

[From the Jackson Patriot.]

them

for irregularities of the liver, disorders of the stomach
and diseasesoriginatingfrom these disturliances, and have observed the most satisfactory results. The Drops also cure coustination in a short time.

THE

We Meet Again!

The following is one of the most brillGREAT GERMAN
and fractured Ler skull. Nearly nine iant paragraphs ever written by the lafi
square inches of skull were removed by mented Goorge D. Prentice : “ The flat
Dr. Hills — ono of the most remarkable of death is inexorable. There is no apcases on record. It is believed that peal for relief from the great law which
the child’s reason will not be impaired, dooms us to dust. We nourish and fade
RHEUHATISH,
but some artificialprotectio i to the as the leaves of the forest, and the flowexposed brain will have to bo provided. ers that bloom, wither and fade in a day
NEURALGIA,
have no frailer hold rtpon life' limn the
Are You Not In flood llealtli?
SCIATICA,
mightiest monarch that ever shook the
If the Liver is the source of your trouble, you
can find an absoluteremedy in Da. Sankohi/h earth with his footstep. Generationsof
LUMBAGO,
Liver Invigorator,the only vegetable cariiartic men will appear and disappear as the
which acts directlV on the Liver. Cure* all grass, and the multitudethat throng
BACKACHE,
Bilious diseases.'For Book address Dr. Santhe world to-day will disappear us footford, 162 Broadway, Now York.
steps on the shore. Men seldom think
Tbe Voltaic Roll Co,. .YfarMhall,ffltch.. of the great event of death until the
SORENESS
shadow falls across theit own pathway,'
Will send their Electro-Yoltaio Belts to the ator TB*
hiding from their eyes the faces of loved
dieted upon thirty days’ trial. See their adverCHEST,
tisement in this paper, headed, “Ou Thirtv ones whose living smile was the sunlight
Days’ Trial"
of their existence. Death is the antagSORE THROAT,
Do. C. E. Shoemaker, the well-knoim aural onist of life, and the thought of the
QUINSY,
surgeon of Reading.Pa... offers to send by mail, tomb is the skeleton of all feasts. We
free of charge, a valuable little liook on deafness do not want to go through the dark valSWELLINGS
and diseases of the ear— especially on miming
AND
ley, although the dark passage may
wir and catarrh, and their proper treatment—
'
SPRAINS,
lead
to
paradise
;
we
do
not
want
to
go
jiving referencesand testimonialsthat will
down into damp graves, even with Prin•atiafvUie most skeoticaL Address as above
FROSTED FEET
ces for bed-fellows. In the beautiful
AKD
Veoetixk will regulatetbe bowels to health? drama of ‘Ion’ the hope of immortality,
action, by stimulating the secretions, cleansing
EARS,
and purifying the blood of pon-oroushumors, so eloquently uttered by Uie death-deand, in a healthfuland natural manner, ex- voted Greek, finds, deep response in evBTTXtaanei
pels all impurith s withoutweakening the body. ery thoughtful soul. When about to
mcAXiiDm,
yield his life a sacrifice to fate, his
Wno does not know that II. B. Bryant’s ChiClemanthe
asks
if they should meet
cago Business College stands at the head of the
General Mlj Palos,
again, to which he responds ; I have
business colleges of the country V
asked that dreadful question of the hills
TOOTH, EAR
Amuse the childrenwith the Puzzle Cards. that look eternal— of tlie clear streams
in
See advert iicrrientin another column of this that flow forever—of stars among whose
x
HEADACHE,
fields of azure my raised spirits have
sell Frazer axle
All respectabledealers sell
walked in glory. All are dumb. But,
grease becauseit is the genuine and gives per- as I gaze upon thy living face, I feel
fect satisfaction.
that there is something in 1 love! thst
mantles through its beauty that cannot
Read live Puzzle Card advertisement in anwholly perish. Wo shall meet again,
^..1!
H_. .JS>
other column of this paper.
Clemanthe.”
No Preperetloe oe earth eaueU 8r. Jacom Oit u * UIX
Wilhopt’b Fever ond Ague Tonic. This old
leu*, imruc end cniir ExUrntl Romtdy. A trial (null*
Near Deildwood a bull leisurely en- but th* oompenUWfly trifting outlay *f flOCarn, end ararr
reliableremedy now sells at one dollar.
tered a house, probably to get away on* aoSerlng with pain ean her* cheap and poaltlr*proof of
|U olelma. DiwnoHg jg UJVK1I LARUtlAUM.
ning
from the flies. The woman ilpd in tercorrected with Lyon’s
i’s Patent
P,
Heel Stiffeners.
-* SOLD IV All DRUMJSTS AM ItAlUt IN MUIBIRL
ror and summoned several men, who
A. V08ELER A CO.
Fozzlk Cards, new and novel. Bee adver- found the bull in the bedroom quietly
JBaltimore, Md., V. 8. A,
chewing his cud, and so well satisfied
tisement in anothercolumn.
with his surroundings that it was necesBawcfaterfl, Wive* m4 Wether*.
sary to twist his tail until it kinked beDR. MAROHIBrS UTERINE OATHOLIOON wtE
fore he would vacate the premises.
rtoflUvalyonra Female Woaknee*. each U Felling of the

O

REMEDY

Dn. Shady, of Now York citv, recommends that burns be treated by applyHow They Capture Hyenas.
ing a paste composed of three ounces of
The following mode of tying hyenas in
gum arabic, one ounce of gum traga- their dens, as practiced in Alglianistau,
canth, one pint of carliolizedwater (one
is given by Arthur Connolly in his Occrpart to sixty), and two ounces of molasland Journal,in the words of an Afghan
ses. The paste is to bo applied with a chief, the ShirkareeSyud Daoud :
brush, renewed at intervals,and is stated
“ When you have tracked the beast to
to be a successful method. Four applihis den, you take a rope with two slipcations are sufficient, the granulating knots upon it in your right hand, and,
surfaces being treated with simple cerate
with your left holding a felt cloak before
or the oxide of zinc ointment, as indiyou, you go boldly but quietly in. The
cated.
animal does not know the nature of the
Nervous persons who are troubled danger, and therefore retires to the back
with wakefulnessand excitability usu- of his den, but you may always tell
ally have a strong tendency of blood to
where his Lead is by the glare of his
the brain, with cold extremities. The eyes. You keep on moving gradually
pressure of blood on the brain keeps it toward him ou your knees, and when
in a stimulated or wakeful state, and the you are within distancethrow the cloak
pulsations of the head are often painful. over his head, close with him, and take
Let
3t such rise and chafe the body and excare he does not free himself. The beast
tremities with a brush or towel, or rub is so frightened that he cowers back,
smartly with the hands to promote circu- and, though he may bite the felt, he can
lation and withdraw the excessive quan- not turn his neck round to hurt you; so
tity of blood from the brain, and they vou quietly feel for his forelegs, slip the
will full asleep in a few moments.
knots over them, and then, with one
Salt in IntermittentFever.— Take strong pull, draw them tight up to the
a handful of table salt and roast in a back of his neck and tie them there.
clean even with moderate heat till it is The beast is now your own, and you can
brown— the color of roasted coffee. do what you like with him. We generDose for an adult— a soupspoonfuldis- ally take those wo catch home to the
solved in a glass of warm water ; take at kraal, and Iwint them on the plain with
once. When the fever appears at inter- bridles in their mouths, that our dogs
vals of two, tliree,or four days, the may be taught not to fear the brutes
remedy should be taken fasting on the when they meet them wild.”
Hyenas are also taken alive by the
morning of the day following the fever.
Arabs
by a very similar method, except
To overcome the thirst r. very little water should be taken through a straw. that a wooden gag is used instead of a
During the forty-eight hours which fol- felt cloak. The similarity in the mode
low the taking of the salt, the appetite of capture in two such distant countries
should be satisfied with chicken and as are Algeria and Afghanistan,and by
beef broth only ; it is especially neces- two races so different, is remarkable.
sary to observe a severe diet and avoid From the fact that the Afghans consider
taking cold. The remedy is very sim- that the feat requires great presence of
Womb, White*,Chronic InflAmraetlonor Ulcer tlon of
ple and harmless, and has never been mind, and no instance being given of a
fgag
the Womb, Incidental Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painful.
known to fail, where it has been given a man liaving died of a bite received in a Sappmsod end Irregular Menetruetion,Ac. An old end
le remedy.Send poitel cerd lor e pamphlet,with
clumsy attempt,we may infer Umt the rellal
trial.
treatment,curewnd certlflcveefrom phnic
phrildana and
Davis’
liller reeled monthly. Our Line of I’aiwr.Carda. Card Board,
Afghan hyena is more powerful or more pettenU.to HOWARTH A BALLARD, UxiGA. N. Y.
Observation, not chemistry, must deSold by ail Druggiita-41 M per bottle.
F-nrHopea,W witling Ktationory, Hall Programme*,
ferocious than his African congener.
III RECOMMENDED
la full and comnltto and price* aa low aa the loweat.
cide sick diet. The reason why jelly
By PAytieiant, by Miuirmariu,hi UiniUtn, b, MttAtmWa
We manufneturo Lnada, Slug*,
Sluga, Matal
Metal Furniture
Kumlture and
<fj, b, tfurrti In HutpilaU,
should be innutritions, and beef tea numany othw uanful articlnarequired In a PrintingOfflon.
v
..
_
Wonderful Effect*.
BY
EVERYBODY.
and am agimtafur one of the largaat Type Foundris*and
tritiousto the sick is a secret yet undisPmaa Mauufactorin*in Lhs Unltnd Stataa.
E. II. Dawley, of Providence, R. I., payn
F.it Imatna for oompletn or partialoatflU will Im prompt18 A SURE CUKE for
covered, but
clearly shows that care- “ Having witneBHod the wonderful effects' of
ly
furnlahnd, and wo can aaaura purebanar*that wa are
PAIN KILLER Sore Throat, Chill*, prepared
ful observation of the sick is the only
Hunt's Remedy in my own case, and in a great
to olfer na iJbnral Tonua aa any Manufactory
vyrontery.
Cramp*,
CholDiarrhea, Dy*ei
or
Agency In Uia United Statna.
clew to the best dietary. Chemistry number of others, I recommend it to all others
era. and all Bowel CoiuplaiaU.
Printer*in need of anything In our Una ahould not
afflictedwith Kidney Diseases. Those afflicted
fail to correapondwith ua.
has, as yet, afforded little insight into
IS THE BEST REMby disease should secure the medicine which
the dieting of the sick. All that chem- will cure in shortest nossiblo time. Hunt’s
PAIN KILLER EDY known to the
_________
lek Headache.
Pain In the CHICAGO
World
for Mok
I!
istry ciui tell us is the amount of “ car- Remedy will do this." Trial size, 75 cents.
UNION,
Hack. Pain In the Side, Rheumatism
boniferous” or “ nitrogenous” elements
177, 170 & 181 Fifth Are., Chicago.
and IVcuralirla.
discoverable in differentdieteticarticles.
Fasting Horses.
UNQUESTIONABLYTHE
In the great majority of eases, the stomTo determine the capacity of horses
Seait Xjlxxlmoxxt 1VE A<fle I $6 to $20
ach of the patient is guided by other to undergo the privations incidentto a
IU
It* •qual having
hawing n»vvrji*t
ntwirytlnvtn
ham founit.
found.
tr for Sale by all ffledlciiteDealer*.
principles of selection than merely the
state of siege a series of experiments
amount of carbon or nitrogen in the were mode with these animals in Paris
to YEAR’S USE hi. prorsd*
diet. No doubt, in this, as in other some years ago. The experiments proved
Cekbrausl No. 80 Naples Smog* lo b*
the tuMt duiable, produce tbe flntet
Thta wonderful aubatanoe la acknowledged by]
things, nature has very definite rules (1) that a horse can hold out for twentyqualltr of tone sad are th* whitest, moel
clam throughout the world to be the beet remLi®
beautiful and triDipsrcntstrlnitslo the
for her guidance, but these rules can five days without any nourishment, procovered
ed for tbe cure
care of Wound*,
Wounds, Hum*,
Hume, Rhennuu
world, lle.t player* sod sreat artleU
tlem, Nkln Dlerneee. Fllee, Cnturrh, t'klU
use them exclusively.
exclunlvrlr.Forint
For Introduction
only be ascertained by the most careful vided it is supplied with sufficientand
blul tie, Aic. In order that every one may Uy It, II I*
only. »«mpl* strlnx7S ct*. Full «et for
(MIC a week In yoar own town. Term* and $5 Outfit
put up ’in 16 and 36 cent bottle*' for houachold use
observationat the bedside.
Violin ficta. for Btnjo 90 cU. for Oultsr
good drinking water. 2. A horse can $DD free. Addrea H. HaUJCTT * Go.. Portland. M*.
Obtain It from your druggiat, and you will find It su
II. JO, mailed prepaid. Hooey refundad
If onaatlafaetory.
lo anythingyou have over uod.
barely hold out for five days without
ven away. SendSo.stamp
Early Steamboatlng on the Hudson.
LION k 11EALY. 1** Bute Btreet,CMeap, III
water. 3. If ahorse is well fed for ten days,
culara. "The MeasenThe Albany Argus has an article on but insufficiently provided with water
Lewlaburgh,Union Co, Pa.
Hudson river boating of early days. It throughout the same period, it will uot
to avnd lor our Priot'-Ust for
says :
r'SIZK.
outlive the eleventh day. One horse, 10c MUSIC
188U. Fieri to any addreaa
“Opposition” in the earlier days from which water had been entirely atrumental,Urge shoot*.WHITTKT,491 6th Ave., N.Y.
upon application.Contain*
descriptions of every! hlng remeant u great deal more tlqin at pres- withheld for three days, drank on the (bfO a work. |13 a day at home easily made. Coetiy
representingthe eholeest-aelected
Tortotaei-Bhell and
quired for personal or family
ent. The Captains and pilots of the fourth day sixty liters of water within $ / £ Outfit free. Addreee Tbub k Co.. Augusta.Me. nae, with over 1.2(H) Illustration*. We aell all good* Amber. The lightest,handaomest and atrougeat known.
at wholesaleprice* in quantitiea to ault the purchaser.
differentlines of boats made it a point
YEAR and expenses to The only Institution in America who make this their Sold by Optician*and Jeweler*. Made by HPKNCRR
three minutes. A horse which received
nfa. Outfit Free. Address P.
apecial bualnees.Addreaa
of duty to interfere with the business of
uo solid nourishmentfor twelve days
VICKERY, Augusta, Malna.
.1IOVTGOMKKY WARD A- CO.,
O. M. CO. 1 a Malden Lane. New York.
their opponents in every possible man227 *ntl 220 Wnbneh Avenue, Ulilrnuo,III.
was neverthelessin a condition, on the
ner, and the feelings of passengerswere
MONTH
!
Agent*
Wanted
[
twelfth day of its fast, to draw a loud of
Artie)***in the worlds
frequently enlisted in behalf of the vesBRONSON. Detroit,
279 kilos.
sel they chanced to bo on. Many sfi)Mail u* a Postal with your ad
ries are told of boats running into each
[From the Detroit Western Home Journal.]
‘ .OO
drew*. RwUl pay you. AJJobton
other, of pilots exchanging pistol-shots,
Book Agents
St. Jacobs Oil is an excellent medicine.
New Law. Thousands cf Soldier* and heir* entitled.
and of other like encounters on the river Have used it in our householdwith great
Pensions date back to dischargeor death. Hme limit- d.
90 Cents for one month’s subscription to
between opposition boats and their benefit.
the Great Illuatrated Story Paper, Tbe
iddreu, with etamp,
Weekly Cull. like N. Y. Ledger.
crews. One of these, occurring in SepGEORGE £. LEMON,
Address
T.G.Mounuw,
166 A 167 Dearborn St., Chicago.
tember, 1835, is related in the Argm of Why a Woman Cannot Shoot Sti night.
P. O. Drawer
Wnshlugtoa,D. C.
A tramp gave a woman living in tho
forth* TRADE. Territory given
the 22d of that month. While the
JAXjXj Z3Z«MIAkMBUi
ENTERPRISE
RPRI8K CARRIAGE CO.
CAUSED BT
North America was preparing to laud its suburbs of Galveston some impudence.
Cincinnati, O. Catalogue FREE,
passengers at Coxsackie, the Emerald So site rushed in and came out with a
Malarial
Poisoning
and
come along and collided with her, but so shot-gun. She did uot see the tramp at
OF THE BLOOD.
aituafirst,
but
he
rushed
out
into
the
street
in
re. After the
month. Rvsre graduateguaranteeda paying sttui
lightly as to do littledamag'
non. Addreaa R. Valentine. Manager. Jeneaville,.Wt*.
This la the cheapest and only complete and reliable
Jk Warrantod Cura.
boats had left Coxsackie, h owever, and plain view, and told her to shoot, which
work on Etiquetteand Business and Hoclal Form*. It
while, ph the officers of the North Amer- site did, and missed him, of course. He
\lTAVrKD— Agent* everywhere to a*U ow goooa tells how to perform all the various duties of life,and Price, SI.
If by sample,to families,w* give attractive preeeuta how to appear to the heat advant-ge on all occasions.
ica assert, she was pursuing her course went up the street smiling, and remarked
pr FOB BALB BT ALL DBUOAIITt. J0
Agents Wunietl.— Hend for circular* containinga
and flrat-clats
goods to your ouatomerv;are jlve^rou goo4
full deacrlptlnn of the work and extra term* to Agents.
quietly, the Emerald started directlv to bis confederate: “That was a close profit# we
,, prepay all exp mu chargee;w*
Addrau NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Chicago.IIL
.rUculan.
tree. Write for particular*.
across tho river toward her. She struck calk If she had fired without seeing
PEOPLE’STEA CO, Box &OS5. fit. Louie, Me.
the North America’s wheelhouse with where I was, she would have plugged
AGENTS wishingto canvassfor th* lives of
her larboard bow, carrying away side- he certain, but as soon as she drawed
down
on
me
I
felt
that
my
time
hadn’t
house, railing, boat-cranks, etc. Tito
o
Emerald’s wheel passed over the North come yet. I’ve been there five times
BhooU
America’ssmall boat, which was lowered before.”
It is singular that it is impossible for
down, and stove it to atoms. As the
K non ne Portraits or the Candidal**lor i-reaiaeni ana
North America slowly cleared from the a woman to tiro oft’ a gun without shutVice President. N&wand'novel.A aet of four aenl
Emerald, the Enter dd raked her whole ting her eyes and turning her head
by mall for tha-cc 9-cent stHUips. Addrea#
That Acts at the Dame Time on
CARD DEPOT, 11» Fifth Awe., Chicago.III.
side, from the wheel-house aft. Im- away. —Galveston Xcws.
mediately after she cleared a cheer was
LIVER,
A Happy Rcateration.
started at the wheel-house of the EmerI am truly say that I owe my present existald and responded to by her passengers.
and the
and happy restoration to the hopes and
The Directors of the North America ence
These great organs are tbe naturalcleans-' I
joys of life to the use of Warner’s Safe Kidney
PW f.ttn kaUsl
'•U*
era of iUe avatcin. If lliry work well, health
Steamboat Company assert that they and Liver Cure, and I say to every one suffering
. — is^»Uw v«—4 pm.vvm* rw
will bo perfect: If they bcoo-ne togged,
I •m
mi, s-owsm •*•»•,.«*la th*
tba beat
beet In tbs
the World.
World ttlaabeoluUI;
tt la abeoiately pure. It Is the
had in their possession a certificateof a from any manner of kidney, liver or urinary
dreadful diseasesare sure to follow
best for Medicinal Purpose*.
beet
Purpo***. It Is tbe
tbe beet lot Baking
* tHiTSim. rul‘*rta *
and all Family Uaea. Sold by all Druggistsand Grooera
person on board the Emerald who heard trouble, “ Use this remedy and recover."
TERRIBLE SUFFERING/
W. E. SANFORD.
the Captain and pilot agree to run into
Biliousness, Headsche,Dyspepsia, JnnnUoUev. N. F.. Feb. 25. 1880.
the North America and do her all the
AK;
dice, Const! pal Ion and Piles, or Kidinjury they could, and that in the fulney Complaints, Gravel, Dlcbetea,
Yuno
Kwai,
the Chinese boy. who was
fillment of this agreemont tho boat was
Sediment U the Urine, Milky '
graduated from the vSpringfield (Mass.)
steered directly across the river so as to
•r Ropy Urine | or RheuHigh School last June with the salutastrike the North America, and the pasmatic Pains and Aelma,
14th St, NEW YORK ; 149 WabaabAve, CHICAGO.
sengers were requested to go to the star- tory address, became a Christian, and
are developed because the blood Is poisoned
with the humors that should hare been
hoard side so as to put the Emerald in a wrote home about it to his father, who is
expellednaturally.
ono of the highest of the Chinese nobles,
position to do as great injury as possible.
though not of royal blood. The father
We will send our Rleetio-VoltaleBelt* end other
will restorethe healthy action and all these
The residence of Mr. Peckham, of wrote a very indignant letter, and ordered Rlectrie Appliance* upon trial for ID days to tboae
destroying evils will no banlihcd ; neglect
filletedwith Asrvow# and UtmuvvrJ aperhim
to
return
home,
threatening
to
Neenah, took fire last week, and a neighthem and you will live but to uiffer.
nan. I eofer*. Also of th* Liver, Kidneys,Rheunutlam.
Thousand* havolKicn cured. Tryltandyon
bor yelled fire. Mr. Peckh&m was taking starve and beat him into renoiincing his Paralysis,Ao. A mtrt ewrs auaranUviior ae Pff.
will add one more to tbe number. Take It
Address YalUtla Balt G*« Marshall. Mich.
views. As the boy was determined to be
and health wl lonce more gladden your heart.
a bath at the time, and when he found
Why Buffer tongar from the torment
BARD raSTBUKEHTGATALOGTJI.
true to bis new faith he looked upon his
tliat it was his own house that was on
OureswesieioyweefBaDd ~
fire he was a little flurried, at first, hut return to China ns going to almost cerInstrucifQU.Maele,Seiw,
Caps, Belts, rouehes,Po«he had been a member of the assembly tain death ; but he started quietly with
poos, Dra* Major* 8uB*
Why be to fearful because ofdleand Hats, psalm, Caponce, and he was quick to grasp the sit- other boys for Boston, whence they were
ordered urine?
Lsap*. Btaad*. and OatKnnrrr-Wbirrwlllcore you. Try apadf
uation. Putting on a sunbonnet and a to sail for home by way of Europe.
flu eon tale*
age at once and be satisfied.
information*x
long stocking, bo that people would not Yung Kwai, however, stepped from the
It it a dry ttgMabU compoundand
Mailed Dee- Addre**
LYOI * EXALT, m Bate kL, CAlssgo.Ol
think he was a man, lie picked up the train in Springfield, and that is the last
One Package makeefllxqaartaoniedldae.
- *him. If he sucwasli tub carried it out on the roof and j that has t>een seen of
Your DrvgqUt ha* U, or vM get <t for
you. InsUt upon having it. Price, tl-M.
dashed the soap suds on the fire, and put j ceeds in keeping hidden for a year, he
taia,iifflAOM3ico.,mprfsto*
it out That was a clear case of stealing will then be twenty-one.and can become
Do too want a perfeetMusical Instrument,rivaling
(WCi«4|***l*l)BwHlncSen, Yl.
the livery of heaven to make a fire de- ; a citizen of the United States.
the puno and organ, upon width at eight yon can per-
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Fob Consumptives,Delicate Females, Nurs-

Always
Pbevemtion excels core every time. Aiwa?
keep Dr. Boli’i Cough Syrup convenient ; take
it in time and yon will be free from Coughs,
Colds, etc. Bold everywhere. Price 25 cents a
bottle.
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ing Mothers,Sickly Cltildren,and the Debility
of Age, Malt Bitters, preparedby the Malt
Bitters Company, are the purest and richest

nourishing agent in foods or medicine ever

compounded.
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cariosityto every
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many
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Stable Ventilation.

When

healthy for

filth is believed to be

DRY GOODS STORE

animals, ignorance is expensiveto owners

when

of stock, especially

atabled during

the long, cold, and inclement season of

The great Importance of making

ani-

on

mals comfortablein their stables, stalls,

the Injudiciousness of herding

Which we Intend to keep as completeas

together in low places cattle, horses, swine,

hens and geese

understood. Obser-

fairly

DRY

HATS

GOODS, BOOTS tmd SHOES,

HEADY MADE CLOTHING

DRY GOODS

erly nor sufficientlyappreciatedby farmis

stock, I offer for sale the next 30

days

aai CAPS,

Also a very large and assorted stock of

sunshine of heaven, Is not prop-

ers. Nor

Wishing to reduce my

River & Ninth Sts.

the corner of

Etc.

dry and

warm, giving them the light of day and

warm

BOS

&

Can now be found, not alone a complete atock
of Groceries,— alway* of the Freshest and Pnrest,
but also all kinds of Fannera Produce, Provisions,
Etc.,

or pens, giving them an abundance of
pure air, keeping them clean and

_

STEKETEE

C.

the year.

the

S-A-VEDI

nVEOISTE'S"

AND~^

— —

hie

embracingall the

latest

at great bargains.

nossl-

and best made fabrics.

vation has proven from time immemorial
that close packing In faulty, filthy dwell-

supply of pure

ings, with an imperfect

bad

air,

drainage, and deficient,poor, or un-

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

All those goods were purchased betore the rise, and

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

can be sold very cheap.

suitable food, are the most fruitful causes,

C.

direct or indirect, of disease and pestilence

man and

in both

\

Holland, Sept. 80th, 1800.

the lower animals.

All animals require an abundance of
housing horses and

air, and as

STEKETEE & BOS.

an

cattle is

roomy apartments
on rational princi-

Again

artificialprocess, large,

should be constructed

The nnderslgnedhas again opened a store of

Eighth and River Streets,

where he hopes to see all his old customers, and
as many new ones as may deem It to their advanbreathing apparatus in the cow and horse, tage to deal with him.
The atock of goods offered for sale consists of
the activity of the cutaneous functions,
the excesscive development of the

the accumulation of animal substances,
should be seen that atmospherical

contaminationsare constantly going on

and constant removal

liness, frequent

Provisions Etc.

in

stables. Hence the necessity of clean-

all

Couti; Froku, Bilter ui Egp,

a long time

vitiated atmosphere for

of

animals crowded together in our long winters tells sadly, if not by

upon

yet

Etc,, Etc,,

of

Taken

and filth. The inhalation of a

all excreta

in

J.

absolutedisease,

their condition,strength, and

derived in a great degree from pure air.

lean, feeble, filthy stock which
out of vile holes in the spring,
they have merely hibernated,is

an

sufficient for

intelligent

and an observant farmer, that
light,

well

Holland. April 17,

A firilTft WANTED

Dnnrsema.

1880.

air,

food

for

10-

Dr.

CARPENTER SAWS
Or »ny other kind, you enn file ymtrnrlf with our
New' Machine bo that it will eut Better than
Erer. The teeth will all remain of equal nire and
•haw?. Hent free on receipt of $2.50 to any
part of the United Htatea. IllmitiutedCireulara free.
Good Agente wanted in every county and
city. Addresa E.
to BBO., New Oxford, M*a.
02' We have hundreds of letter* from men uaiDg
air Machine who say they would uut Uke I) for it.

BOTH

animals. Muddy and

are not only uncomfortable for stock, but
expensive, as cattle thus kept require more

food daily, besides being subject to sick-

much work upon
light,

the

same food

to be

kind

warm

to animals; it pays to keep them
animal thus kept consumes

keeps fat and

more money.
winter

we

and

sleek,

is

always worth

will be compelled to supply

suffer, pine,

half past.—

our miserable animals

and die before the winter
CArwfwn InUlligencer.

is

Kidney and urinary trouble Is

aud putting it iu heaps for a lew
days until the skin toughens, before
barrelling, is a good one. Put tho fruit
fruit

into the barrel with care, shaking it
full, and

versal,

edy

is

again when

ling press. The opposite head should be

marked as tho one to be opened. This
to

it

will not pay

market any except the best fruit, and

Dry second-ratefruit
cider. The best cider is

that in fine shape.
or

make

iuto

it

made from
in cool

late ripening, sound fruit,

Hop Bitters— rely on It.”
Hop Bittersdoes not exhaust and

“Ague, biliousness,drowsiness, jaundice, Hop Bittersremoves easily.
“Boils, Pimples. Freckles, Rough
Skin, eruptions,impure blood, Hop
Bitterscure.

“Inactive Kidneys and Urinary Organs causes the worst of diseases,and
Hop Bitters cures them all.

SOP 0CU3H CUBS AHD PAQf BEL1S7 IS 7EI
BS37.
For aale by Heber Walsh, Druggist.

M-4w

AGENTS
WANTED)

methods

of turning to

would otherwisebe

and official!of tho law. Boat BelllafBook of the vrar. 10, DOS
told io three mowth*.
eooU for oollltj
J (liO
tlio for temple
cnp». Liberal teran to Acoata.
PublUiiera,680 Plwe Sirwet, 6T. LOUIS.

M

way from

or

10,000 irSHILB
UflNTFn1*”00™
make Buckeye
WAIl I CUnukaBuch

moisture. Paint

of

Pile

the wood-

and one-third mutton tallow is excellent

C.
You will

plants In a room

It la

not, why.
decay. V ho should t,,—
.... —
,
be increased. The Phyiiology of Reproduction, and many
more. Tlioee marriedor contcr.ipUt • 7 marriageihntild
read it, then kept under lock and key. Pouulur edition,
same *« al>ove, but paper eover.WUpaje. X? eta by mail,

.*»,

.

best to place the

where there is no

fire,

and one that can be opened during the

day. After a while the plants may

be

taken to the close living-room, In which
there is a fire.

cellars should

be

PRESCRIPTION

ERE

Forthopeedy curaofBetninal
Weaknere, Loit Manhood,
I remature Debility,Nervoume**,Despondency,
Con fhi Ion
of Ideae. Avereionto Society, Defective Memory, and all
Disorder* hmu*ht on by Secret Habits and Exrettea.Any
druggist has the ingredients. Address,
’
Tf» Chestnut

'\JACYJES.

St.. 8t.

Louie,

Mo.

27-17W

careful to

remove

in readiness,

comes, being

it to the cellar before

being exposed to aevere cold.

The

fruit

cellars should be provided with ventilators

Home Treatment

at Little Co«t
neiuiiialWeakness, niuplea.impure Blood,, Lore of EnergVj
ft., Par-i
|tial Impotence,Distressing Nigh
sight
evil*
Emission*,and many vital evili
| resultingfrom Early Error and
excereea,which, if neglected,end In premature decline,treated with unparalleled luccere on entirely new
principle*, effecting cure* in at many dnyi as required
week* under old nauseatingand dangerous remedies.
“Treatise on Debility" and list of questions»eut in
plain sealed envelopeon receipt of two 3c. stamp*. Ao
Err Rnjuirtd until aatisfactorvresult* are obtained.Addre** DIL CLEGG,
Ureed Street fast. DetrolL Ileh.

MANLY

_

uuot

•

•Vigor

find

in pots should be

potted as soon as obtained; the soil should
be rich, made loose with a plenty of clean

LIME.
Pure Bone Fertilizer.

The Largest Wholesale

form

a

Which hM proved

itself a

benefactorto farmers

light soils.

ti'

Canal & Bridge Strs.

1

TIP

3 C R E

throat,thfa a*

hosrea,

oii^

7

W >r E

jX

PQ3URE

G. 8.

Grand Rapids,Oct. 14,

DEANE A SON.

1880.

86-3m

OPERA HOUSE.

trealodwill, awc.ea, oa reloBUfit
pnw

w
rmlt

of telf

abere

la

youth

PAl’liMTS TREATED

K*.*"FEEB

^

IMPORTER

Mrsons^onsullilion is preferred,which is
aad ineittd. List of quekioos to b* snswarad bv patisats daaulag treatment muled free to any addressoa applktUo*.
/ I'rrwret sofferlM from Baptoro abooM sood Ibelr adtrsss.V
\s.d tear* Mmslhlngto tbelr adiaatag*. It b aot a tnn*.F
Cummunicatinos strictly conftdsntlsl, ind should be addrrssM
DU. HITTS. IS North 8tk BL, it Loula,

_

A

Hedmond,

Thos. H.

dissiatsa,rervoutata*,diwotaa of foght,cough, iadigeetioa,
onnstipatioa.
deepoadancy, coofaaioa *f id*a*. avenioa to societe,defective
memory, sexual eihsultoa, impoiarey of tore
of manly eigoe, which *nlte tha victimfor hstiaest or mamaga.

-AND-

Mm

m A

Wholesale Dealer In

*l\

i

a*!

ii.

Selectionol Wifo, Temperaments, compatible
Sterility
it Women, cause aad traatmeat,
Ikideiroom,
Adtiea to Huebaods, Advice to Wives,
to
to, It* cause*, C.lihrey aad Malrimrevcompared^

cod..paulilt,

Kentucky

LIQUOR HOUSE
IBb\/a

a

u wmao,

«

«

—

—

Whiskies,

*

ma-ma&zs®

Champion Grain

Drill

I Invite the fsnners sttentlon to the fact that
with this machine yon can drill in wheat, rye, baroata, corn, beans, pease, etc., and at the same
time sow your fertilizer,thus aavlng a vast amount
of labor.
ley,

I

have for aale and keep on band a large
atock of

Fill MISTS,

HAILS,
—And

a

& 121 Canal

Street,

pagre, aad ovov JOB
llluwratire*.Tho creaMaed volamo ta pcettivalytho mret
popular Medical Book puUlabod.Th. author m aa export-

m

PROPRIETORS.

k3U

35 loniiSl, Grind

Rapidditl,

large variety of

—

Wm.

C.

MELIS.

1800.

80-tf

IONIC"

dteere^PMU**emmpe

paywol foehertfo
EifabUahod
la 1*47, care*
__ a*** resulliag
or mi
rexual nenaw.
from Impure aexaal areaeiatfoa*, ortf ahore re
Patitatstreatedby mail aad exprea*.Where »*’»•.»•»• v*'tonal coasultatioa
Is prsftrred,
which is fre* aad invited.Qaeotinni t* be aaswered by patfoste drelriagtrealmeatmailed fr.a
- CH

82-8 tn.

Ssheo la

DR|ByTT8^H8PE||££RY

,

A Large and Fine

itriErw
—

We have and keep on hand a large and select
stock of all kind* of

LIQUORS
*

to the trade at

Come and see os In onr large new store, at No*.
34 and 80 Ionia street, Grand Rapid*, Mich.

KORTLANDER * GRADY.

Wpl
fBHP

stock:
OF

---

BOOTS & SHOES
—
Josi received

E.

at

HEROLD,

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

28-3m
ludiaao,April llth, tSTfo-Tb* re^dy
Bod eptlepey Irrea w»«ho*m,for *wbt

STwrkfafprefo^fo

fwnywL

&

Co.

S:0:A:P:S
AND

Baking Powders
In

Chlcag*.Aog.
tap, Ths eouac

14,

* Ibreooghtf M

IS1B.-1
tha couatry is gettiag

mat It

**

A Complete a*sortmentofChildren’s snd Infants
shoes for fall snd winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ aud Gentleman’**ear.

batter.

--

Mltsotri,
Sept IS, ISJArelrrertvadremreh hM*St foomfk*
tie of year rimed w* thol/l wood Utre Uwm m ..otherca^
Thl* i* *f fabg ataodret.*»d will tred’ somrthiog vary stfreg.

Manafactnrersof

And WholesaleDealers

STOVES
Holland, Sept. 4,

119

TyTCSRK^aluw^SotSBiagCM

LOW FIGURES.

Being Bole Agent in this city for the

in a cool and dark cellar to

good growth of roots.

N D

I

A J*ic*

Of the choicest brandi, which we offer

sand, after which the pots and plants rar.y For Heatingand Cooking purposes.

be placed

Cor.

A largt, oew aid complete Quid* to W*df/)\ Irek, eoiiiaialog,
with many other*,tho folchapter.: A Compete*! Womaohood.

tho

TOOLS, GLASS, Ac.

thrown open.
for flowering

LOUIS,kO.

Phrslclaasla charg# of thl* old aad wait kaowa InatL
I latioa ar* regulargraduate*in todkire aad surgery. Tear*
#f BirerWoco i* tho trreUn.atof Chroal* Wseopoe hav* »ado
their Uill aad ability to wreh •oporior to that of the ordinary
praciiuoMr, that thay has* aaquired a aatioealraputatloa
through their Weatareotof corepifaated
eaaea.

^^lowiag

MELIS

so arranged that they can be readily

Bulbs

DBSB!!

HBUMUOatUXrllk Stmt, R.

rare or lowlaal Wo4iaoe*, tha

but the fruit should be kept under sheds,
etc., until cold weather

Deane’* new patent fiuage wheel for plow* and
cnltivators i* a noveltr. One of thl* kind of
wheel* will la*t longer than six of any kind now iu
u*e. It keep* dirt from the axle, and can be oiled
name a* a buggy wheel.

ELECTRO-FARADICBELT OO.,
_
LOUW, MO.

DR. BUTTS’

G. 8. Deane A Co'* Steel Plow, i* one of the
best and most popular plow* In the market. This
plow ha* two kind* of pointer*.al*o Steel
Coulter*.

UMncm^oiyj^^^Cjggc^^^MjUrA^enca^^ PPHE

Tolford, Goodrich
Fruit

lastrrellcat
for Mlf-tretrireat
by Electrictty
Elect
for Rheumati.m.
epsia.tad all Ntrvere
Neuralgia,Epdtpty,Paralysis,Dyiptp
aaf Chrreitafectioua. Aa illuatraire book
hi
of over sixty Urp
pagre seat frre oa receiptof 3 real stamp.Addrret

•

Michigan.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Superphosphate of

removing plants from the open air to the on

rooms.

Kadical umi of Sootrieity.
Bret foajss or
BUTS A BATTKIlESt

Sit A Sl< CfcwtNNt gL, 8T.

..

Store

necessity of a

gradual change must be emphasizedin
dwelling

GUIDE.

Mill Street,

Grand Rapids
mUHl

rlSFs.

Warehouse, corner of Canal and Bridge
Streets,Foundry and Works,

I

OF

A
The

!

Urea

la lb* Cara af

I.

WESTERN MICHIGAN.

for protecting iron and steel.

Plants.—

I

troablre with Loreorrhs*
or WkHaa)
m) shot
oboald read for
ipklaStlllaat
rated
bv Ptaui)(itlagdtKriptiooof hn Rtmady, aadahowiag
a
itoipplwaNaa. Th# paaipbltl it vaioaUa to i**r lady fa deftcat* health, heitfa Iharoaghl^raefieal treatit* •athiediteaaa.
Ttrer A

Ointment,WarRii:tc<lto

Hardware

some

work, and a varnish of two-thirdsrosin

Window

AND MACHINERY.
who art

-------

which 1

AT THE

Wm.

the air and

or varnish for

Brcitm, of

IMPLEMENTS

AddroM with itaat.Dr.J.N.Tabler.SL
Look, Mo.

account

lost.

protected in

the action

THOMPSON A COMO.

Implements, put away for the winter,
should be painted

BASRIB REMEDY CO,

JAMES)

Tk# N«t*4 WnUrn Oallaw*.By Ron. J. A. Dacot, Ph.D.
A true and IhrilliDf aceoaat (lllarirated} of their bold operatmm for 15 yean 10 SO State*and Tmltonn, bafflin| dateelive*

cart rtloo.

dotenbrd with acloatMU atodo
of taro. Prof. Harm' Ulwtnud
paaaphlotreal fret oa aaplicauoa.
filly

m

jESie

AGRICULTURAL

afooMoM *r N-wd

and

gradual. Many early apples may be
worked up into sweet cider and sold as
such or made into vinegar. This is one
fruit that

and sure rem-

is

weather when the fermentationis

of the best

the only safe

full, so

pressed in by means of the barrel-

season of abundant apples

and

down

that the apples will fit closely when Ihe

head

Spermatorrhea,Sexual Debilityand Impo-

P

uni-

b

i

latestscientific principle*. Safely.Privately.

rSSSs,

“More health, sunshine and joy in
Hop Bitters than in all other remedies.”

Apples.— The practice of picking the

when half

Bitters.

PiQPUN TNArt).,

•

destory, but restoresand makes new.

If we freeze our stock in

out, or see

a

less food,

animal heat by liberal feeding to thaw

them

Hop

lost all hope, try

and ^comfortableand clean and healthy.

An

tiaj

MARRIAGE

and you have

life is a drug,

fret.

,

Bitters.

“When

G. S. Deane & Son,
Manufacturer* of and Dealer* in

Pwa*i«re. tWi

A regular graduate of two Medical College*,
ColjMra, haa ban longer
longw
engagedin
In the *pecial
raecialtreatment of all Venereal
venereal, Sexual
and
Chronic Diaeoeee than any other Physician bit
ndChi
116« ea
M city paper* BA*VW
wa«a realdente
ww*vxaaa« maav
w
Loula,
ahow,, »aau
and ms
allold
know.
Syphilis,
_
yphilia.Gonorrhoea, Gleet,
Qleet. Stricture.
Stricture,Orchitis,
Orchitis.
Hernia, or Rupture, all Urinary Disaaaes an/
Syphilitic or MercurialAffections of the Throat
akin or Bonce, are treatedwith unparalleled raccaaa,on

Otrma, for both, 2 Suapi. 64 Pig

as in clean,

and airy stables.It pays

Vo.
--- -

Sour stomach, bad breath, indigestion and headache easily cured by Hop

Neither will the horse nor the ox which

are thus injudiciouslykept perform as

j

When It is inconvenient to visit the city for treatment,
medicine* can be rent by mail or expre** everywhere.
Curable cam guaranteed, where doubt exiit*it i» frankly stated
Pipphlsi for Kin, 1 CiABp; for W;m a, 1 bump ;

“ Study Hop Bitters books, use the
medicine,be wise, healthy and happy.

ness and liable to die.

^

PROVERBS.

filthy barn-yards

O

VHITTIER

617 St Charles me
Street St— Louis,
- -

tency, a* the re*ult of 8elf-Abu»ein youth, aexual eire«ir*in maturer yean, or other cauie*,and which produca
»ome of the following effeett : nerroume*!.remind eml*lom, debility,dimnere of *ighL defectivememory. pimples
on the face, phyiical decay, avenion to *ocietyof female*,
contuilonof idea*, lota of Kxual power,etc., rendering
marriage improper or unhappy, are permanenUr
cured. Coniultation at office, or by mail free, and invited,

the proper wintering of

for th. Bert sad Faitait.
I
St Ilia* Pictorial
Book! sad Biblti. Price*
redrew S3 par et National PaMtok’g Co., Chicago. IU.

D ULU

W

and cleanlinessare important as

as

asr

Call and See for Yourself.

that food for animals as well as in plants

The
comes
where
proof

E. J. H^RIRinSTGrTOnST.,
h o
L a
n, mich.
I,

Exchange.

appearance. But few really understand

is

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

1

and the evolutionof gases Irom the excreta, it

OO^TPLETE.

IS

general merchandise,on the corner of

ples.

From

THE STOCK

Business.

in

Wwh.; ja..». im.-l hav* oredopyoreprekagtof m*d>| mrl me a tot her at aoo* m poesibl*.That P*(k»(«
.lopped idl apparent treublo. hot Iherewaweakrei. yst, aad
1

SPICK8,

WOODEN WARE, etc.

22 South Division

will

BRAND RAPIDS MICH.
Derrick’s Baking Powder Is the most popular
article osed at present. If von have not tried It.
then go and ask your grocer for
dm.

Iu

nw « iriva*. iww
seal you alMh^rder^aOj^

VWm

St.

CALL AND SEE

Cite

wish y*re wsiildjj^lSfotjijSLSSJS!UM‘
lewfoOrt. Wth. 117*.— I am almort rerpriaodat rare Paotilles. They hav* worked Ilka a (harm aa m*. I am juet
twiceunreh *f amaa u I wu beforeUkiag. I was re tha
verge *f th* rrav*, I thought,and Ikirtwm m care hr ma,
hut a*w f am ia ro<ri hope* of * «»re.

:o:-

_

PtnwMmn and

Surgoon.

*

From
a per fee- cur. of
ia tha asm*

W

a Drug aim*.

aryl sod. Sept. S. ICT.-Uri Jaauary wo gad
of -our remedy, for at* of oar cuatomera,aad

E.HEROLD.
Holland,Mich., Sept.

H.

1,

1880.

VAN DER WEYDEN,
P. OTTE & CO.
. Successorto

<*
Missouri.
Jus* *th, lH-PI*a*o forward me at ores aaothre
hoi of Iff Past'll#*.
Tho patient oa whom I have oeed most
on* bos. la adJiuoa to a ssmp'e hoi, la fast rtcovenag, aad I
Uuuk aiethtrwlllre^himjtUiib^^^^
M
bos

US.

foam yoo I

it haa •ad*
him. W. hare soothercuetomer now
way, aad wieh by returnmad ore N o. 3 bom

MsnnfBCtorersend Jobbersof

FINE CIGARS
23 South Division Street,

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

